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PREFACE

This document re;iorts on the experience of Abt Associates Inc.

in demonstrating the AGILF.CO IN game at six institutions specifie~dby the

Advanced Research Projoects Agency of the Department of Defense., The six

-demonstration exercise's- were staged between September 1965,and February

1966 at the following locations:

1) Institute for Defise Analyses, Washington, 'D.-C.

2) Agency for Internatioia1 ~Deve'lopmi~ent, Washington,, D. C.

'3), The Infantry School, 'ort JBennin1g,, Georgia

4) Mobile Command'Hq., Monitreal, Canada

5) Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado

6) U. S. Naval'Post- Graduate ..55chool, Monterey, California

The members of. Abt Associates Inc. -staff who administered the

demonstration exercises remain extremely grateful to their hosts at all of
these institutions for their warm hospital-ity and for the facilities so generous-

ly provided. We also owe a debt of gratitude to our project officer at~the

AdVanced Research Projects Agency, t.Frank Boice, who made all the neces-

sari arrangemhents for the- -demonstrations, and: participated? in the games -as- a

member of the Control team.

The development and te st play of -the AGILE -COIN. ame has been

published ix-, a previous report entitled, Counter-In~surgency Game flesign,, Feas-

ibility and Evaluation, St~j4y dated November 1965, DDC #AD475846.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The study of insurgency involves, the consideration of a great many

complIcated variables interacting-with each other.: The set of complex rela-

tionships which make up the insurgency "prtk.ess" cannot be investigated

satisfactorily within the framework of traditional "literary" exposition. At

the same time, we have insufficient knowlekge adequately to- describe the-

variables in quantitative or logical terms, and proceed- directly to-matherna-

tical solution.

In circumstances where a process so little-understood and so complex

is to be analyzed, it is often fruitful t,? proceed by means of modeling and simli-

lation. A model is a -simplified representation of a process -(usually a compli-
cated process), while in strict terms a simulation is the exercise or operation

of the model. By these definitions a simulation presupposes-the exist~nceof

a model, and implies that the model's variables are given particular (though

n~t necessarily precisely known) Values for the purpose. The model may be'

exercised, that is the simulation may be carried out, using human players

(i manual game), or an electronic computer (a computer simulation),- or a

combination of, both.(a .man-machine' game).

The great advantage of modeling and simulation lies in the user s

ability to nar ipulate the relationships he is 'exam ining--to change the'Tnputs"

and see what'hapens, to the "outputs" of-the model. The technique provides,

a vehicle to assist the transition from the qualitative to the .4uantitative, dnd

from subjeitive impressions to objective analysi. -1t ....... er s'nconsdeza.

tion of'a dynamic process as an integrated whole, whereas separate examina-

tion of each element might suggest a totally misleading pictuire of the' overali

process.

These capacities give the technique a special usefulness in-attempting

the study of insurgency--a study whose objectives, like those 'of any applied

research, are theory;-building, prediction, and control. Clearly the insur-

gency process involves an intricate web of political, military, and economic

factors, whose parameters and interactions are ,known intermittently and

imprecisely at best. The development of a model and ultimately a computer

simulation would enable hypotheses to be tested, while at the same time indi-

cating the relative significance of various relationships and therefore the most

important gaps in the availability of data on the problem. A



F
Forall these reasons, the Advanced Research Projects Agencycor- c h

missioned a study to-determine -the feasibility of a computer simulatioiiof

S 4Some of the major factors present in thi early phases of internal revolu-
tionary conflict. Themost cost-effective method of developing-a c6mpute ;

simulation of -this nature, where very little quantitative information is ini-

tially available, is to design and develop a manual game as the first step.

The manual game clarifies the relative importance of variables and their

structural relationships in the coursef o successive plays; and provides infor-

mation useful in specifying weighting factors for the computer simlulation. It;

helps in the development of theory, suggesting hypotheses for test,, and test-

ing them. It assists the identification, of, data requirements, and stimulates

direct insights into'the prob3lem under analysis. The technique naturally has

its limitations also. The presence of human players making decisions iintro-

duces a host of behaVioral variables, which are extremely hard to cortrol

even when they are identifiable. Players biing with them to the game a wide

variety of preconceptions and expectations, and once within the game they are

differentially motivated by competition, and conflict. But-the advantages to

be gained far outwei'h these limits on the, technique',s usefulness, particularly

if the l.ter are clea4 l1 recognized and di3counted for'in interpreting results.

Accordingly, he initial step in developing a, computer simulation of

the insurgency propess Was the design of a- m~nua! game vie "eme-to-be

known as the AGILE-COIN game. Three aspects of insurgency were selected

to form the special focus of the game--loyalty, information, and force. Exami-

nation of some twenty case histories suggested that these were the principal

variables in the early (or terror) phase of insurgency, and ,investigation of

these aspects seemed: also to offer the best match between methbdological

capabilities and current research requirements."

There are three groups of players in the game--Villagers, Govern-

ment forces, and Insurgent forces--who interact with one another in terms

of loyalty declared, information transmitted, and the exercise (or threatof

violence. Each group has a different set of objectives,and each starts the

game with a different amount of information. The interactions between the

I groups are observed and recorded by a Control team, and subsequently-ana-

lyzed and intea'preted.



Sets of rules and other game marterials are attached in Appendix 1,

but it may be useful there to sketch out-the dimensions of the game very

briefly.

I. In a twenty-player game there are usually -three villages of'

three- men each, three men on the Insurgent team, six on the

Government team (three Village Administrators and three central

government players), -and two messengers. The number of vilages.

,or the number of men per team can be expanded or contracted,

though, this will clearly change a number of other variables at the

same time.

2. Each village, and each of the two belligerent teams is housed

in its own room--village teamsmay not leave, their rooms, nor may

they communicate with anyone outside the room except by written

message.

3, Each village starts. the game with:a population of 100 men,

represented by plastic chips 6f'a certain color for each village.

The 100 chips are divided amoig the villagers, each villager main-

taining coitrol of his popuilation group,

4. The Insurgents start the game with between 50-andl 100 armed,

cadre (represented by red chips), while the Goyernment starts with-

between 150 and 200 armed menhi(represented by'blue -chips).

5. The game ,proceeds in a sequ:ence of ten-minute periods repre-

senting successive days afid nights. During the daytime only the

Government team may move about and visit the villages, while

during the nighttime only the Insurgents may do so. The Insurgents

also have the possibility of attacking Government headquarters.

6. At the end of each 24 hour cycle (every twenty minutes in elapsed

time), each villager submits privately to the Control team a slip

on which he notes various data.bcut his population group, including

his loyalty as between Government, Neutral, and Insurgent.

3



7. Dur-ihg.the4ir visits to the Villages, each of the belligerents
-tries to gain the loyalty ofithe villagers while at the same time

improving 'his military position. The latter he miy do by re-

cruiting or impressing men to increase his fightirig strength,

and by leaving ambush forces in .the villages to attack the other

belligerent's Visiting forces.

8. When a, belligerent visits a village, he must commit a certain

number of his forces, which cannot be used again during the same

24 hour cycle. The villagers- have an opportunity to warn the in-

comingbelligerent of an ambush, but once he has decided to enter,

his forces are automatically efigaged with any of the opposing

forces that may have been left in the village.

9. Casualties, are calculated by the Control team according to a

formula which takes into account the ratio of the force sizes and the

,degree of surprise involved. Losses of village population (from

crossfire) are-also calculated. -Chips are removed~b 'Control

appropriately..

i0. Within this framework, the winning villageis the One. with -the

largest remaining popalation which has declared its loyalty to the

winning belligei'ent; the win criteria for the belligerents are defined

in terms of acquiring the loyalty, of specified proportions of the popula-

tion while stignificantly reducing the opponent's military strength

(the precise Win criteria are not the same for both belligerents,

nor are they known to all the, players).

4
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It must be stressed that the game -structure is in no sense intended

as a total simulation of the whole insurgency process. It is designed to

explore one kind of "terror" phase in insurgency--the transition from, Mao's
"Phase I" to "Phase II", expressible as the transition from subversion-to

guerrilla warfare. As -such, the terror phase incorporates some aspects of

both subversion and guerrilla warfares. Persuasion and coercion are -used-to

gain information and recruits in villages. Selective terroristic killing of

government administrators and' hostile villagers is practiced by the insur-

gents. Villages may harbor spies and informers, for one or both sides are

poorly informed on the general war situation. The forces. of both sides. threaten

and cajole and recruit, they are sometimes ambushed, and they attempt to

surprise their opponent. The larger an ambush is, sand the longer it stays in

place, the- greater the probability of its beirig betrayed. Secure ambushes pro-
vide force effectiveness advantages, but betrayed ambushes incur force effec-

tiveness penalties.

The game, specifically excludes such economic factorsi as food control,

-civic action, ahd'bribery--all importanri factors in some real-world-cases.

The- deliberate intent is to concentrate on those relatively more simple (but
still very complex)' situations -where economic factors did not play a major

role. Communication among villages is possible, but somewhat delayed and

unreliable, as might be the case in specifically rural insurgency. The insur -

gents cannot compete openly and directly for political loyalty in the presence

of government forces--they have become wanted revolutionaries, have .gone

underground and become outlaws. The government forces, on the other hand,

cannot find or attack any, fixed 'center of revolutionary occupancy, as they might

attack a "front" organization in the pre-violent political organization stage .
Even within its concentration on-the terror-phasetransition from subversion

to guerrilla warfare, only some of the salient situations can be dealt withI.

Ambushes and patrols along roads between villages or in open country aie ex-

cluded, to focus action on village intelligence and loyalties. There is no air
support that comes in time to relieve an ambushed government force. And

5i



there is- assumed to be-no shortage of arms iriong insurgents. In short,,

the garne concentrates on the variables of loyalty. information, and-direct

application of force, .at the cost of excluding some other important factors.

This appeared to -be a necessary simplification for the exercising of a manual

game with -sufficient frequency --or the identification 6f decibion r'.des for the

planned cqmraputer- :s-iiniflation.

The AGILE-COIN game was developed over a: period of several months-

.that is:to say, the game was played, criticized, revised, and played again. The
Ihistory of the game's development is reported elsewhere, but it involved the

participation as players cf many who had had direct field experience of counter-

insurgency operations, and also many who were deeply interested but were

without personal experience of the situation. The comments of- both types of

player strongly suggested that-the game had high potential value as a teaching

or training device. Those with field experience confirmed that the interactions

and crosspressures were realistic, an those without experience remarked

on how Vividly the game had involved them in situations they had read-about,

but had -never previously -felt.

This reaction was widely enough shared that the Advanced Research

Projects Agency decided to demonstrate the game as a teaching or training

device to a number of military institutions which expressed interest. As a

result, the game was demonstrated in six different locations between

'September 1965 and February, 1966:

1. Se.ptember 26, 1965: Institute for Defense Analyses,
Washington, D.C. (1 gane)

2. October 21 and 22, 1965: The Infantry School, Fort Benning,
Georgia (2 games)

3. October 28, 1965: Agency for International Development,
Washington, D.C. (1 game)

I See Abt Associates Inc., Counterinsurgency Game Design Feasibility
and Evaluation Study (November 1965), prepared for the Advanced Research
Projects Agency and designated AD 475846 by the Defense Documentation
Center.

(
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4. January 17, 18, 19, 1966: Mobile Command Head-

quarte-rs, Monti al, Canada (3 games)
5. January 26, 1966: U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado

Springs, Colorado (2 games)

6. February 23, 24,25, 1966: U.S. Naval post-Graduate
School, Monterey, California (3 games.)

In all 12 of these games,, players were personnel of the institution

in question, while the Control team was composed of "outsiders" familiar

with the game and :its de sign.

T4-hsdociencontift'tes a reprt-on __ six demonstrations of the

AGILE-COIN game. It-ahould--be.-cea-rromhe-outsetthat the game was

not played in identical versions on all of these occasions. Modifications

hintroduced throughout the series as was thought necessary (and

often as a result of players' critiques), though none of them lis radically
altered the game, Another variable has inevitably been the,,physical facilities

employed, which ave been different from game to game. VAriations of this

I,kind may affect thl pattern and nature of- cornrunica,tions., For exairtple "a

village tends to, be ignored if iti room is "off the beatenA track" for either

belligerent. This finding may in itself be significant-.-the point made here is

that this factor ha been arbitrary rather than controled. The games, there-

fore, eiaould not b viewed as being identical sessions using different players

each time. The result of each game is much more significant in terms of

that particular gamy than it is in terms ,of the series as a whole.

Section 2 of the report containsthe major observations of the designers

on the outcomes of the games played. *a.6cztoe-3, the usefulness of the

game as a teaching or training device is discussed) ien4 eI le' .  
- 'k-

critiques written by the game's players on different occasions

o_ "t nes the s ion s", a optod,, at.,lea st. inc on s eque nc e, of,thi' I

•critiue*s -

I7
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1

Z. )BSERVATIONS

The observations discussed in this section-are derived-from records

kept during play and from subjective impressions of observers. As a prac-

tical matter, -"observers" in this sense have invariably been members of the

Control team, who have after each demonstration reviewed and rewritten

the game records, and noted down their comments on that play of the- game.

Obviously the- kind of things Which the control team observes depends on

where they are physically located during play, and this was changed quite

radically between the third and fourth demonstrations. For the first three

demonstrations, two members of the Control team accompanied each belli-

gerent team successively on its "rounds "-the belligerents- being constraine-d

to visit only one village at a time. The other members of the Control team

had the tasks of collecting. loyalty slips from the villages, and keeping

central records about village population and loyalty. The Control team

members.who traveled with each belligerent in turn kept records of visits

andengagements, and Were of course able to hear the belligerents' inter-

actions with the villagers, so that they gained a good overall picture of the

general strategy of both sides. On the other hand there was no observation of

interactions Within the village once the belligerent had left.

In the last two demonstrations, a Control team member stayed through-

out the game in each village, while the belligerent teams were free to move

about as -they wished during, the appropriate period. One member of the

Control team kept central records of village loyalty and belligerent casualties.

Using this operational framework there is little opportunity to gain a com-

prehensive picture of the belligerent strategies, but each of the villages is

kept under fairly detailed observation throughout the game. Since our main

focus of attention has been on village loyalty, this modification represents

an advantage even though it changes in some degree the recorded aspects

of the game.

8



Appendix 2 contains a full set of records , commentary,

and a critique srnrmary for each of the five demonstrations. The games

did not, and were not expected to, produce any startling new insights or

research findings to the designers. The games served, to confirm many

of the patterns established during the initial development period, which-are

discussed in detail elsewhere. 2 Loyalty shifts are associated primarily

with the presence of belligerent forces in the village, the villagers normally

perceiving forces as, "protection" and shifting loyalty to their "protector".

As the game progresses and engagements take place, the villagers suffer

losses from crossfire and this reduces the desire to house -belligerentforces

in the village. On several occasions villagers were sufficiently committed

to one side to provide recruits (though where veiled threats.are used, the

distinction between recruits and impressed men becomes vague). ;Impress-

ment or recruiting early in the game tends not to be as damrginag to a belli-

gerent as the same action later ig the game. However belligerents tend to

overestimate this negative effect, and sometirnes their-rCluctance to -impose

upon the villagers is interpreted as weakness.

One particularly successful government strategy Was- to move a large

ambush force very rapidly from village to village. Small insurgent probes

were repeatedly wiped out by the ambushes, leading the insurgents greatly to

overestimate government force strength and therefore to miscalculate in their

strategy. In several of the games, the government team had considerable

difficulty in organizing itself effectively, whereas the insurgents were typi-

cally fewer in number and more coordinated in operation.

The introduction of insurgent spies-(usually one in the government

team and one in one of the villagers) gave the insurgents a valuable weapon

when they were able to establish an effective communication system;

However, government policies were developed which proved fairly effective

in dealing with this problem, such as always working in pairs or removing

suspected villagers to government headquarters. Although a military

Z Op.Cit. Counterinsurgency Game Design Feasibility and 1 valuation Study.

9I



advantage: could often be. gained, since less reliance needed to be placed 4
on information volunteered byvillagers, the problem of gaining loyalty

still rem-ained.to the insurgents, and with one or :two exceptions their spies

found it difficult to change fellow villagers' loyalty.

There was some variation discernible between the performance of

different groups of 6layers. It-would be misleading to draw any general

conclusions from these differences, since a great many other factors also

changed fror ,rdmonstration to demonstration. Certain observations are

!perhaps -worth comment, however-players with a military background

tended to "get into" the game faster than others, presumably because they

have been exposed'to similar exercises previously; there was a slight

tendeicy - for v-llage :players with a military background to favor the govern-

ment :.r arther thar the- insurgents, other things being equal; -when cadets and

thefr~ifstructors -,playe4'tpgether, the cadets were more impressed with the

garme as atraining techniqtie:. While some: people proved to be "good players"

in a va iety of roles, there was no apparent correlation between this factor

and- any other.

After several of the games players' remarked on c6nfusion arising

from the rules, but did not specify particular features of the game which. had

created problems. Clearly the game ought not to be so 'confusing that the

players are unable to participate, and this can'be avoided by an adequate

briefing sessionbefore the game,. It should be remembered, however, that

a major reason for setting up the exercise in the, first place is to give

players an awareness of certain problems anzd processes with which they are

initially not familiar. At the beginning of the game players are not sure what

is going to happen, and they naturally refer to the rules or to the Control

team for clarification. They do not find the answers they seek, and tend to

write this off as a fault in the game rules. In fact their confusion is related

to their unfamiliarity with the process, and clarification should arise from

their participation in the game. Along these lines, some players have commnented

that, although the rules were confusing, this was a necessary and desirable

aspect of the game. This argument does not, of course, excuse confusion arising

over mechanical aspects of the game, such as the length of move cycles, which

must be clearly explained to the players.

10
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3. LEARNING OUTCOMES

The AGILE- COIN game was dern onstrated as a potentially valuable

training device. Its usefulness in fulfilling this function has been assessed 4
only in terms of the subjective impressions of the players. There has. been

no attenmpt to follow the exercise with objective tests of the players' under.;-

:standing of either the game itself or the process it simulates. Nor has

there been any followup program to assess possible long-term effects of the

game on players" attitudes toward this or similar pioblems. The learning

outcomes reported here are those Which have been self-assessed by the

players and recorded on their critique sheets after thegames.

It can be said immediately that most players found the game a stimu-

lating and valuable experience. A small number .thought the exercise was

quite without value, and even fever h .d ambivalent feelings. Critique forms

for the first two demonstrations: asked a specific question on what- the player

had learned from the game,. 1ii answers to this question were indirect, -did

not mesh well with answers giveii elsewhere by the same respohdent., and

genierally indicated a reluctance to accept that the game had taughttbem

anything they had n6t already known. Partly this is a question of semfantics.

The game has the capacity to make extremely vivid a, great numi ber of complex

interactions; players may appreciate, the new light shed on an old problem-

without feeling that any "'new facts" have been learned. They hive nevertheless

,been through a learning process, and one which they themselve,3 feel to, have

-been beneficial.

The critique forms used in latei demonstrations included questions

on who would'learn most from the game, what could be lea-ned froin repeated

plays, and how the game compa.ced with, other training techniques. The most

widely acknowledged learning outcome is an increascd awareness of the

enormous complexity of the insurgency process, and (at a much more concrete

level) a feeling for the supreme importance of intelligence and communications

in the field. Many players remarked that repcated observation would demon-

strate the effects of alternative strategy choic._s, but this was projection rather

( 1 1
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than actual experience in most cases. Other learning Outcomes which

hive been mentioned include awareness of the importance of personal in- )
teractions, of the difficulties of villagers under cross-pressures, of the

necessity to make quick decisions on inadequate information, and of the

o ngaiizational problems of counterins urgency.

It-is noteworthy that-the learning experience is very often described

by players in terms 6fl "increased awareness of ... '1 or, "overriding impor- I
tance of.... ' That is to say, the game does less to present wholly new

• material than to place in new perspective and indicate the relative importance

of certain Well known-factors. This result is partly a function of the fact that

many ofthe -players were- officers who had a thorough theoretical knowledge of

insurgency, and many, more had actual field experience. This result also con-

firris the original reasoning behind the model development effort--that primary

attention should focus not on the various individual factors present in an insur-

gencvy situation, but on the complex interrelationships betweei all these factors

-in the framework of the total insurgency process.

tOnesfurther indicator of the game.'s value as a teaching device can be

found. from the respondents' comparisons of the game with other training

techniques., Of 96 respondents to this question, over;onertjird (35) indicated

that they had n6 -basis. for comparlson or did; not want to make a judgment. QOf

the remaining 61, 40,found the game better, 15 found it comparable, and 6

found it worse than other techniques. It is perhaps significant that if the two

establishments specifically oriented toward training junior personnel are con-

sidered sepaiately, only 5 out of 46 responses were in the "don't know"

category, while 31 of the remaining 41 players thought the game better than

-other techniques,.

In the context of the game's capacity for teaching, it is most important

to stress the value of an effective ",debriefing,, session after the game. It is

at this session that players may become aware of the differences between their

own perception of events and other peoples' perceptions of the same events;

they are able to evaluate and discuss various techniques applied and decisions

made by different participants in the exercise; they can perceive the reasons

for previously unexplained actions; and in discussing the accuracy and the dis-

tortion implicit in the simulation, they can gain a better understanding of the

complex problems of the real situation.

12 II



4. CRITIQUES

After each demonstration exekcise, the participants were asked to-

fill out critique forms. The form was changed slightly between the second

and third demonstrations, but otherwise was the same throughout the

,series. Some of the responses have,.already been discus7ed, in the sections

above on-Observations and Learning Outcomes. A gret -deal of-furthe'r-in-

formation is contained in. the Summary of-Critiques foi -each demonstration,

Which will be found- in o Appendix 2.

'The players' critique forms -have been of great assisIance to the de-

signers in their efforts to refine and, improve the game. In some cases, of

course, players suggest revisions which:have al-ready-been considered and

rejected, such as the inclusion of economic factors orthe possibility of

putting players totally out of ulhe game, But-valudble new suggestions, equally

often emerge, and several of them have been implemented in succeeding

games. Some of these revisions are discussed -in Section 5 below.

One aspect of the game which has continued to stii debate is the

-calculation of casualties. The method used has been the same.throughoUt

the series, although a number of different ways of presenting. the calculation,

have been tried. The latest formulation is included in. Appendix 1.

but it is, worth discussing the matter briefly here. Two possible types of military

encounter are postulated, the surprise case (where only one side has detailed

knowledge of the coming engagemerft) and the no-surprise case (where both

sides are equally informed or ignorant).

For the surprise case a graphical ,representation of the winner's losses

of men has been developed on the basis of the Lanchester square laws, 6nthe

assumption that the critical force ratio (where the advantage of surprise is

matched by -the disadvantage of smaller force size) is one to three, and, on

the further-assumption that the losing side always loses 80 percent of its

committed force. For the no-surprise case it is assumed that the smaller

force always loses, and similarly suffers 80 percent casualties; if both sides

fight at equal effectiveness up to the point where the smaller has lost 80- per-

cent of its men, the losses to the larger force (given certain simplifying

assumptions) can very easily be determined. In its latest formulation, this

13



relationship is presented'in a table fr6m whidh the outcomes of engagements

between various sizes of force can be readoff. The local villagers also suffer

casualties from crossfire during an engagement, and the number has been ar-

bit.rarily-determined as one-fifth of the total number of men firing in the no-

surprise case, reduced appropriately in the surprise case-to take account of

the shorter battle duration.

These proportions are not intended realistically'to reproduce actual

engagement outcomes in typical insurgency situations. The initial assumptioh

that 80 percent of the losing force is killed is certainly exaggerated for the

average case, although no doubt thiscasualty level might be sustained in par-

ticular battles. The high belligerent loss ratio-is used pxirfiarily to speed up,

the action of the game and to allow the possibility of decisive military victory

within the restricted :time normally available forplay.

Similarly the village -crossfire losses are certainly too high--as experi-

enced officers have pointed out, villagers become most adept at finding shelter

during, military engagements, and although~a, few may be killed, the numbers are

by no means 6n the scale Predicated in the game. In terms of the game situa-

tion, hovever, crossfire losses do not simply represent casualties suffered in

engagements, but more ;generally the'-cost to a village of harboring, forces ,of

one side or the other, a cost to -be offset against the benefits of protection. In

the real insurgency situation the village is under considerable cross-pressures,

and the use of a high crossfire- casualty ratio serves to translate some of these

pressures into factors which are operational in the game. '-

This argument has not been spelled out in briefing the players or in the

written rules, since it was considered important that the players themselves

work out the costs and benefits of different policies as a result.,fth.i--gam e

expeiience--and in, much the same way as they woIld have to in real life. The

* An alternate approach'w6uld be to limit the engagemeDt by imposing a maxi-
mum loss rate-'oi-a superior attacker, in a non-ambush situation. This would
sinmiuate the attacker's general capability to break off an attack at the point
when casualties become too high, even if an ultimate Pyrrhic victory is in sight.
The inferior force's casualties as well as any village losses could be pro-
rated by the ratio of the attacker's losses, limited by breakoff, to what his
losses would be if the engagement were drawn to a finish. This technique was
employed during the Canadian demonstration described below. It is quite
feasible from a control point of view and may be incorporated into future plays
of the game.
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loss ratios have consequently been known only to the Control team at the start

of the game. This problem of "how much to tell the players" is a general one,

whose solution is more a matter of trial and error than of any sophisticated

theoretical analysis. It Wppears that the game is fairly Well balanced at this:

stage, in terms of how much is initially R! os

this aspect could easily be adjusted.

5. REVISIONS

Partly as a resultof the critiques by players, and partly because, of

newr ideas of the designers, the game has been revised after almost every de-

monstration. Many of the important revisions have already been discussed'in

this report, and most of the mi.nor mechanical refinements do not merit con-

sideration here. There remain a number of changes in procedure or rules

which deserve mention, together with one or two suggested, but as yet-unadopted-,

further revisions.

-In the earlier demonstrations, players had no advance information on-the

ime, and-were forc'd1 to- start playing on the basis -of an oral briefing plus

whatever reading of. the rules they could mi,;nage before the game and even

,during it. This was admittedly not a matter of choice, but a function of the

-pArticular arrangements made and the limited time, available. For the tUst

two demonstrations the written rules were distributed before the game, so that

players had an opportunity to familiarize themselves with them in advance.

The pre-game briefing session could then be better appreciated,, and players

could ask questions based on a much more thorough knowledge of the game's

purpose and operations. Since players receive different sets of rules according

to their roles in the game, the prior distribution of material requires prior

decisions on "casting", but this problem is certainly not insurmountable.

The procedure for passing messages has changed somewhat from game

to game, primarily as a function of the available facilities and personnel.

Where enough people were available, there have been-two messengers, one

attached to each belligerent team. It has been found best to restrict movement

by each messenger to the period during which his belligerent is free to move--

that is, the insurgent messenger moves only at night, the government messenger

f 15
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by day. Villagers-.aVe to take the consequences of their messages being-
scrutinized by one of the belligerents, though'they- can choose which one.
On other, occasions only one messenger has been used, with the s{-ple function

of carrying notes from one location-to another Without the possibility of inter-

ception. 'The, two methods, have neVer -beezixcompaied in a controlled experi-

ment, and'it is not-ciear from simple observation what, effect the use of one

or the Other has.

The win criteria. have been modified somewhat, but this feature is not

of.'grea't importance, since win criteria serve more to motivate the players

than to represent the realities of "victory" or "defeat."

A suggestion -from the last, demonstration- of the series relates to win

criteria, and may be adopted in the future. In order to tie the fate of the

villagers more closely to that of:the belligerents, it was- proposed that the

winning belligerent itself select the winning illage--or at least be able to

reward the village it most favors kt the end of the game., This ,would make the

motivation chain much more direct for the villages, and also make- the simula-

tion closer to the assumed reality.

One other recent suggestion has, been the use of expliit scenarios for-

each- of the villages, together with an overall introductory scenario for the

whole game. The problem with this approach is that it implies a considera-

tion of the total i nsurgency situation, While the game should be viewed quite

clearfly as. dealing only with certain specific factors in the total situation--

namely, loyalty, inform ation, and force. Perhaps if the scenarios were care-

fully written this danger could be avoided, ari this possibility is being studied.
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Introduction

This will introduce the AGILE-COIN Game,, an exercise designed
,to demonstrate some of the important political'and operational factors

in the transition from the;trrorism phase to/the guerrilla warfare phase

of -insurgency.

The game may be played by training groups ranging from fifteen to

over fifty men. A minimum time of fouir hours is recommended: at least

one hour for briefing, and rule familiarization which should include a short

demonstration game; two to two and a half hours of actual play; and one -

half to one hoiir for de-briefing and discussion of results. More than two

hours' play is usually required for the belligerents to perceive each others'

strategies and have time to respond effectively.

It has been our experience that players learn most by playing each

major role twice-the first time for-familiarity and the second for experi-

mentingwith strategies and tactics. Since there are three major roles

(Insurgent, Villager, Government), this suggests a minimum of six game

experiences per student, or -a total time allocation of 24 hours or three

days.

The physical space requirements vary with the number of players and

teams. The minimum-size game of twenty players (including two referees)

on six teams (Control, Insurgent, Government, plus three Village Teams)

requires five small rooms on a common corridor (or an average back yard

with five clumps of bushes or tents). If larger teams are desired, more

space per team must be provided. If more teams of the minimum size (3

in villages, 2 on belligerents, 2 on control) are desired, more separate

rooms will be needed.

Ordinary tables and chairs may be used in the rooms. (No furnishings

are needed if the game is played outdoors.) Game equipment consists .of

rules, forms, and simple counters representing people. No special equip-

ment or hardware is required.

Minor additions have been made for the teaching game that involve pri-

marily the mechanics of record-keeping on populations held by all players,

the rapid calculation of outcomes of military engagements, reporting and

display requirements, and win criteria. These changes have been incor-

porated in the game materials presented in this Appendix.

1-1
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Introduction to Game Details

For players with limited or varied experience, ,it is wise to have

an appropriate briefing session: well-organized, succinct, and just as

long as is required to orient the -players on the general game -procedures

in order to preclude gross confusion at the early stages of play. A short

demonstration game of about thirty minutes duration with five minute moves

is recommended as a part of -the initial orientation.

Moreover, much of the learning the player acquires from these game

exercises is summarized and highlighted during the debriefing sessions

and in further post-game analysis. in order to provide the necessary data

for these activities, the players should be urged to submit the reports

-called for during the game promptly, to keep copies of their correspondence,

and to record other information on motives, attitudes, .and strategies.

Members of the Control team will play a vital role in expediting

game actions. Wherever possible, extra players should be assigned-to the

Control team (these do not need to be students),, with a Control member as-

signed to each belligerent and each village ideally. Re could keep accurate

count of populations, prepare the loyalty forms, and answer procedural

questions on game rules, legitimate tactics, etc.

It is also emphasized that village players incur no penalty for indica-

ting sympathy with the Insurgents, other than what the Government team can

do, should these sympathies come to the goveinment's notice.

Control members should have a thorough knowledge of the rules before

the game. The belligerents should be briefed on the game details -and given

a short period, to prepare strategies. Then the, villagers should 'be given

an -abbreviated briefing on game rules using the villager rule sheets as a

guide. Villagers then proceed to their respective village areas with one

Government Administrator per village (if assigned by the government) and

wait until the game begins. Players should be encouraged to ask questions

during the briefing sessions and all procedural questions should be answered.

After the debriefing, all players should complete a copy of the game

critique and submit all their notes and recorded materials to Control.

It is estimated that the game design team can train instructors in opera-

ting and supervising the tme in one full day.

1-2
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TYPICAL SPACE REQUIREMENTS

Number of .Number of Number of Size of
Players Teams Rooms Rooms

20 -Cbntrol (2 ea) 5 100 ft. 2

2 Belligerents (2-ea)
3 Villages (3 ea)
3 Administrators
2 Couriers

26 1 Control (2 ea) 5 150 ft.
2 Belligerents (2 ea)
3 Villages (5 ea)
3 Administrators
2 Couriers

OR

28 1 Control (2 ea) 7 100 ft. 2

2 Bel&igerents (2 ea)
5 Villages (3 ea)
5 Administrators
2 Couriers

35 1 Control (3 ea) 5 200 ft. 2

2 Belligerents (3 ea)
3 Villages (7 ea)
3 Administrators
2 Couriers

OR

39 1 Control (3 ea) 7 150 ft. 2

2 Belligerents (2 ea)
5 Villages (5 ea)
5 Administrators
2 Couriers

OR

39 1 Control (3 ea) 10 100 ft.

2 Belligerents (3 ea)
7 Villages (3 ea)
7 Administrators
2 Couriers

1-3
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INSTRUC TOR'S GUIDE

ARPA - AGILE COIN GAME
I/

The following check list should be used for game preparation, operation

and post-game analysis.

I. -Game Preparation,

A. Players

The game should have a minimum of 2Oplayyers. Any
number from 20 to about 50 can be accommbdated& The
village players should be divided into from 3, to 7 groups
with from 3 to 7 players in eac-hgroup to form villages.
The Insurgent team should have from 2 to 5 players; the

Government should als ohave from 2 to 5 principalplayers
and at least enough administrators for 1 per village. A
courier should be provided for each belligerent team, and
2 to 5 people can be used on the Control team.

B. Facilities

Each village group should have its own space that permits'
limited communications between the. groups.. The belli-
gerent teams should each have sepaiate headquarters that
can be isolated from the game action.

C. Materials

Before the game begins, each player should be given rules
and procedures appropriate to his part and given time to
study them and formulate questions. Belligerent folders
should contain:

1. Rules for Belligerents
2. Rules for Villagers
3. Suggestions for Play
4. Critique forms
5. Message forms
6. Sequence of Events during a Visit
7. Statement from a Viet Cong Directive
8. What the AGILE COIN Game Is and Is Not
9. Timing Graph

10. Map of the Area
11. Rules for Government Administrators

(Government folder only)
12. Chips representing forces: Governmento

175-250 for 3 to 7 villages; Insurgents,
50-75 for 3 to 7 villages. These force
sizes must be kept secret.

Village folders should contain:
3t 1. Rules for Villagers

2. Procedures for Villages with more
than one Player

1-4
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3. Suggestions
4. Critique forms
5. Message forms
6. Sequence of Events during a Visit
7. Statement from a Viet Cong Directive
8. What the AGILE COIN Game Is and Is Not
9. Timing Graph

10. Village Name Cards
11. Report forms, 15 for each player
12. Chips representing villagers: 100 per village

divided equally among the players
The Control folder should contain:

1. Control record sheets
2. Casualty Calculator
3. Die (or Dice)
4. Bell
5. Briefing Outline
6. Win Criteria
7. Display Sheets
8. Complete Set of Rules

D. Briefing

The pre-game briefing should be scheduled to last about one
hour for first-time players, and should cover the following
subjects:

1. Objects of the game and general conditions
for winning

2. Censored rules for villagers
3. Move sequences and visit mechanics
4. General resource levels
5. Courier service, message pads, and inter-

village communications
6. Delays in messages, intelligence and training
7. Bell
8. Engagements
9. Role of Administrators and Spies (Insurgent

spies should be selected and notified secretly
and informed that they can communicate by
writing messages on the report form that will
be delivered by Control)

10. Chips representing people
11. Village elections, role of the chief
12. Reports after every cycle
13. Abduction and voluntary departure from the

village
14. Divide into 3 groups: Government, Insurgent and

Villagers to continue with detailed briefings. Allow
about 20 minutes for strategy formulation.

II. Game Operation

The game is played by the belligerents visiting the villages in alternate
equal length time periods, with the Insurgento moving first. The time
period is characteristically 10 minutes in length, but it can be adjusted ,,

1-5
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by the Control team to control game dynamics. It is desirable
to get as many moves as possible into the time allotted and to avoidboredom on the part of all players if -the action is slow and yet

also to allow time for planning and Control functions, if the action
is fast.

The Control team is responsible for:

1. Player's following the rules
2. Handling the chips for visits and engagements
3. Collecting reports
4. Maintaining displays and records
5. Situation- specific decision-making
6. Signifying winner when necessary

III. Post-Game Analysis

A. The De-Briefing Session

Immediately after the game is stopped (because either the time
has run out or the win criteria have been met), a de-briefing
session should be held with discussion structured in the following
sequence:

1. Control's summary of the overall play and
presentation of loyalty and population profiles

2. Presentation of Government strategy and play
3. Presentation of Insurgent strategy and play
4. Report on village play from each chief
5. Discussion including descriptions by the village

players of their perceptions, strategy and concepts
o! loyalty as reported during the game

B. Analysis of the Game

After the game, the Control team should write a brief descriptive
summary of the game. This general description should be combined
with actual control records of the game, villager report forms, and
all written messages to enable analysts to reconstruct the game.
The attached village analysis form has been found useful for this pur-
pose. The'Comments section should focus on what affects loyalty,
particularly the events leading up to loyalty changes. Reasons given
on the back of the villager report forms for loyalty shifts are parti-
cularly useful for this. Correlations between "Loyalty", "Who do
you think is winning", "Who do you want to win", ard "How much
longer will the game last" are useful to observe the cross-pressures
felt by the villagers. Other factors bearing on loyalty are frequency
of belligerent visits and size of the visiting force, village population
level and the causes of its decline, the presence of a Government ad-
ministrator, ambush placement, and military engagement outcomes.

The reconstruction and analysis of the game usually require about one hour

per village and are, therefore, not usually available until the day after the

game. However, learning outcomes can be considerably improved by a dis-

cussion of the game analysis on the iollowing day since until this time, no

single player has had an overview of the complete game.
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RULES FOR BELLIGERENTS

GAME OBJECTIVE

To--obsrvefhe efects of coercibn ind counter-coercion on village loyalty
using terror, impressment, recruitment, and protection.

TEAMS

There are three types of teams in the game: Two belligerents, Insurgents,
Government; .and the Villages (population). There is only one Government
and one Insurgent team; but there are several Village teams.

PLAYER OBJECTIVES (Definitions of Winning)

Insurgents -- Gain the loyalty of villages and increase forces.

Government -- Gain the loyalty of villages and. decrease insur-
g'ent forces.

Village -- Survival and ending of conflict as soon as possible.
The winning village is loyal to the winning side at the time of
victory and has incurred the least population loss.

There are Z winners: the successful belligerent and the winning villager.
The exact criteria (predetermined) for winning the game by either belli-
gerent are known only to Control.

MOVE RATES

Government and Insurgents are given alternate periods for action
(to simulate days and nights). These alternate periods are normally ten
minutes long. If the belligerents exdeed the pre-set move time, they lose 10%
of their remaining forces per minute (to simulate Government forces being caught
at night, orLnsurgent forces being caught out during daylight). Move limits
art signified by bell ringing: 1 = night; 2 = day.

RESOURCES

Insurgent forces are represented by tokens (chips, cards, etc.) which are
colored red. The size of the insurgent force is known only to the insurgent
leader (and Control), but ranges from 20 to 150 men. The initial government
force, represented by blue colored tokens, ranges between 100 hnd 250. men.
Each village starts with a population of 100 men, also represented by tokens
of a particular color for each village.
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MILITARY

I. Aimbush (surprise) increases force effectiveness, but a
betrayed ambush reduces force effectiveness according'to
casualty tables maintained by Control.

2. The numerically superior force (in effective units) always wins.
No prisoners are taken, and forces are killed in proportion to numbers and
force ratios (indicative of length of, battle).

3. Both Insurgent and Government can recruit by persuasion or im-
pressment from villages, but villages can respond by shifting loyalties, giving
intelligence to the adversary, or in some cases, violentlyf resisting.

4. Any player (villager or- belligerent) can kill with a sufficient force
superiority.

5. Villages can fight at an effectiveness of 1 to 5 igainst either Gov-
ernment or Insurgents. Example: 50 villagers can kill 9 belligerents.

6. Whenever there is any kind of military action in a village, some
villagers are killed in the crossfire in proportion to the size of the military
action.

7. Large ambushes are more likely to be detected' by the adversary.
Ambushes of less than 10 are not detected (unless betrayei). Sontrol will
judge whether or not a large ambush is detected, based ort probabilistic cri-
teria. If it is considered detected, Control will warn the intended victim of
the ambush.

8. Number of Government casualties is- known to i nsurgent winning an
engagement; the converse is not true.

INTELLIGENCE

The Government team is provided with a special display of information for
each village, if an administrator is alive in the village. The display of
village loyalties an populatiohs is reported by the chief and delayed one
game cycle-. The belligerents also have courier services to carry messages.
Intelligence is gained more routinely by villagers and belligerents by face-
to-face interrogation.

ATTRITION FROM DESERTIONS

One percent each of belligerent forces desert each move, with an 0. 5 pro-
bability of returning to a village.

DEPLOYMENTS

The Government must keep at least 10% of its force at home (the capital)
of which 1/2 may be recruits. Failure to comply will result in Control's
penalizing severely. Home base can be attacked by Insurgents to inflict
losses and gain current loyalty and population information displayed. This
attack can occur at any time - even during the Government move - by the
Insurgents visiting Government headquarters in the presence of a Control
person. Forces are engaged as in a no-surprise.case.

1-8
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Each belligerent must deposit with Control the tokens representing the
size of his visiting force at each village. These tokens are returned to him
at the end of the move--not at the end of each village visit. He cannot
move his entire force from village to village in a single move. Visiting
Government forces must always be at least 2 soldiers, but Insurgents may
visit singly.

RULES FOR ACTION

1. There is no limit to the number of villages thaa- can be visited
in each time period by either belligerent, except the lack of visiting
forces and the decision for a reconnaissance visit in force (see No. 7).

2. There is an impressment ratio of 1 villager: 3 impressors and
a delay before use of impressed villagers because of the requirements for
training. Impressed villagers can then be forced to fight along with the belli-
gerents if they are accompanied by an equal number of belligerents. Example:
27 Insurgents can impress 9 villagers. These villagers are in training during
the next move of the impressor and cannot be used by him. However, at the
beginning of his second move after impressment, 9 Insurgents can fight side-
by-side with the 9 impressed villagers making a force of 18.

3, Villagers that have been impressed or recruited may be returned by
the belligerents to their home villages at the discretion of the impressor, sub-
ject to losses.

4. A Government administrator (unarmed, but taken from the initial
Government force) may be left in each village to give information or
warning. If there is a Government ambush in a village, villagers may not kill
the administrator without killing the entire ambush.

5. The Government cannot set ambushes for Insurgents until Insur-
gents take some action in the villages (impressment, recruitment, or killing).

6. A visit by Government or Insurgent to a village is made in the
following sequence:

a. The belligerent approaches the village.

b. During this approach the villager or administrator may
warn the belligerent of an ambush verbaliy or by holding up
a written card so indicating.

c. The belligerent gives the tok.ns showing the number in
his visiting force to Control.

d. Control tells the villager the approximate size of the
visiting force (small, medium, large).

e. If there is an engagement, Control announces the result. A belli-
gerent cannot speak to the villager if he loses due to the am-
bush, or if the villager decided to fight the v siting force and
wins.

f. Belligerents can gather intelligence througl discussion
with personnel in the village, or take action in the village, only
if they have made a successful entry.
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7. Either belligerent may make special reconnaissance visits to gain
information about a stuspected ambush in a village by informing control and the
village chief of his intention. Control will then reveal the true ambush status
of that village. If there is an ambush present the belligerent may then use this
information as adequate warning upon his return to that village on his next
move. Only that one village may be visited during the subsequent move.

RECORD KEEPING

Villages record loyalty and village population after every cycle. Reasons
must be listed for changes in loyalty values. Loyalties are shown as "C"
(Government), "I" (Insurgents), or "N" (neutral). Major discrepancies between
voluntary actions and stated byalties are subject to negotiation with Control at
the end of the game. Loyalty changes must go through neutral for one cycle
when changing sides.

Intelligence estimate forms may be kept to aid village planning.

COURIER SERVICES

A Government and an Insurgent courier carry written messages between
their headquarters and villages. They may also be used to exchange aessages
between villages.

ABDUCTION RULES

Belligerents may abduct and release individual village players. Players in
custody must be taken to belligerent headquarters and guarded by a belligerent
team member. The village player's population is under the control of the
village chief while he is away. If he returns, he resumes control of his
villagers.

Recruits and Impressed men may not all survive the training period. The
actual number returned to a village will be calculated by Control on a prob-
abalistic basis.

Counter-Ambushes must be based on positive intelligence of the presence of
an ambush in a given village, and this intelligence must be declared to
Control first. The village host to an ambush mdy elect to betray the counter-
ambush by "warning" the ambush it is host to. The village does this by private
declaration to Control at the approach of the counter-ambush forces. In the
event of a betrayed counter-ambush of a betrayed ambush, engagement is
considered as a no-surprise case.
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Villages cannot engage in ambusheg or counter-ambushes. They can only
act militarily at one-fifth effectiveness.

Villages know only the aplroximate size of approaching counter-ambushing
forces (large, medium, or small).

If village warns of ambush smaller than actually present, or if a general
warning (unspecified betrayal) is gi.ven, the engagement is considered as a
no-surprise case.

Time out may be called from time to time by Control as required.

When trainees are returned to the villages, their fighting effectiveness is in-
creased from 1:5 to 1:2 and it may be used against either belligerent.

Insurgent spies may be present.
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RULES FOR GOVERNMENT ADMINTSTRATORS

1. You are the government administrator in a village. Your loyalty is
to the government and you will always tell the government the truth, an-
swering any questions asked of you by the government; also volunteering
any information you think would be helpful to 'he government. You are
an information storage device, accessible only to the government. You
may lie or refuse to speak to the insurgents or the village chief.

2. You are, while you're alive, also the communications link to the
government. As such, you send notes through the government courier
service when you or the village chief have information to pass on to the
government, or to answer government notes. Further, if you know of
an ambush in your village or another village, you may warn an approach-
ing government team of this fact by stepping into warning area (after
government approaches) and telling government.

3. You wish to aid the government in gathering information and gaining

loyalty. You will therefore:

a. Try to ascertain what the loyalty of your assigned village is.
The information on the sheet the chief hands to control will
not be received by the government until one cycle later -- if you can
find out the information sooner, the government will be helped.

b. Try to influence the village chief in the village to which you
are assigned to become pro-government. I-ersuasion, lies,
threats, all are possible, allowable ways of influencing. How-
ever, if you become sufficiently obnoxious, the villagers may
decide to assassinate you. Any persuasive action on your part
must be done on orders from the government--not initiated by you.

4. There is an excellent chance that at some point in the game, you will
be killed. There are several ways in which this can happen:

a. The insurgents may kill you, with or without the consent of
the village. If the village at which you are stationed does not
choose to defend you, you may be slain by a single visiting insur-
gent. If, on the other hand, the village wishes to defend you, the
insurgents will need a force.

b. The village may kill you at any time, by informing you that
you are dead. (If there is no government ambush in the village.)

When killed, you may not inform the government which of the two options
was used to kill you and you must leave the village immediately.

1-1z
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5. In the event that you are killed, you will go to the administrator queue
at Government Headquarters. New administrators will be taken from the
queue (on a first-in-first-out basis) as needed by government, and dis-
tributed to villages as the government desires. While in the queue, the
administrators are dead and in limbo, waiting to return to their next rein-
carnation as administrator of some village or other. While in the queue
no information concerning the game should be exchanged, and little talking
should be conducted.

6. When an administrator is taken from the queue and assigned to a village,
he may freely relate only that information (or pro-government falsehoods)
to the village chief that he has been given or perceived since being
"re-incarnated. "
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AGILE-COIN GAME

RULES FOR VILLAGERS

GAME OBJECTIVE

To observe the effects of coercion and counter-coercion on village loyal-
ty using terror, impressment, recruitment, and protection.

TEAMS

There are three tes of teams in the game: Two belligerents, Insurgents,
Government; and the Villages (population). There is only one Government
and one Insurgent team; but there are several Village teams.

PLAYER OBJECTIVES (Definition of Winning)

Insurgents Gain the loyalty of villages and increase forces.

Government Gain the loyalty of villages and decrease insurgent
forces.

Villages Minimize losses, ending the conflict as soon as
possible, and be on the winning side at the end of
the game.

There are two winners: the successful belligerent and the winning village.
The exact criteria (predetermined) for winning the game by either belliger-
ent are known only to Control.

MOVE RATES

Move limits are signified by bell ringing: 1 = night (Insurgent move begins);
2 = day (Government move begins).

RESOURCES

Belligerent forces and village populations are represented by symbols
(coins, chips, or cards).

MILITARY

1. Ambush (surprise) increases force effectiveness, but a betrayed am-
bush reduces the force to an effective number of some fraction of its
size (to simulate counter-ambush).

2. The numerically superior force (in effective units) always wins.

3. Both Insurgent and Government can recruit by persuasion or im-
pressment from villages, but villages can respond by shifting loyalties,
giving intelligence to the adversary, or, in some cases, violently resist-

) ing.
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4. Any player (villager or belligerent) can kill with a sufficient
force superiority.

5. Villages can fight against either Government or Insurgents.

6. Crossfire may be dangerous.

7. Large ambushes are more likely to be detected by the adversary.
Control will judge whether or not a large ambush is detected, based on
probabilistic criteria. If it is considered detected, Control will warn the
intended victim of the ambush.

INTELLIGENCE

The Government team is provided with a special display of information for
each village, if an administrator is alive in the village. The belligerents
have courier services to carry messages. Intelligence is gained more
routinely by villagers and belligerents by face-to -face interrogation.

RULES FOR ACTION

.. Impressed villagers can be forced- to, fight along with the bel-
ligerents if they are accompanied by an equal number of belligerents.

2. A Government administrator (unarmed, but taken from the
initial Government force)may be left in each village to give information
or warning. If there is a Government ambush in a village, villagers may
not kill the administrator without killing the entire ambush.

3. A visit by Government or Insurgent to a village is made in the
following sequence:

a. A belligerent approaches a village.

b. During this approach the villager or administrator in
warning area may warn the belligerent of an ambush verbally or
by holding up a written card so indicating.

c. Control tells the villager the approximate size of the
visiting force (small, medium, large).

d. If there is an ambush, a belligerent cannot speak to the
villager if he loses due to the ambush, or if the villager decider,
to fight the visiting force and wins.
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RECORD KEEPING

Villages record loyalty and village population after every cycle. Reasons nust
be listed for changes in loyalty values. Loyalties are shown as "G" (Govern.-
ment), "I" (Insurgents), or "N" (neutral). Major discrepancies between volun-
tary actions and stated loyalties are subject to negotiation with Control at the
end of the game. Loyalty changes must go through neutral for one cycle when
changing sides.

Intelligence estimate forms may be kept to aid village planning.

COURIER SERVICES

A Government and an Insurgent courier carry written messages between their
headquarterq and villages. They may also be used to exchange messages
between villages.

ABDUCTION RULES

Belligerents may abduct and release individual village players. Players in
custody must be taken to belligerent headquarters and guarded by a belligerent
team member. The village player's population is under the control of the
village chief while he is away. If he returns, he resumes control of his villagers.

VILLAGERS WITH MORE THAN ONE PLAYER

Each village player represents the leader of an extended family in the village.
At the beginning of the game the village population (represented by tokens) is
divided equally among the players.

The village chief is elected by majority vote. Each player has as many votes
as the population of the group he represents, and elections may be held at any
time. The chief decides and reports overall village loyalty (G, N, or I) to
Control on the report form at the end of each move cycle. If there was a
Government administrator present during the entire move cycle, the Govern-
merit is given this information with a one cycle delay. The chief decides the
number recruited from each player by either belligerent unless overruled by
the belligerent. Unless specified by the belligerent, villagers impressed are
taken in proportion to the population held by each player.

Village players may make their own decisions (not necessarily the same as the
chief) about the military actions of their group (to fight or not to fight). Each
player must secretly report his loyalty, population, and so on to Control on
the form provided at the end of each move cycle. Only the chief's reporting
of overall village loyalty is subject to delayed review by the Government as
described above. Village players may spy for either side. Communications
with belligerents are by discussions during visits or by notes written on the
pads provided and delivered to the couriers.
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Village players may leave the village and join the forces of the Insurgent
(as cadre) or the Government (as soldiers). There will be a short (1 cycle)
training period before they can be used in combat. They may return to
their villages with the consent of the joined belligerent: but can expect to
suffer losses on the trip due to the perils of the jungles. If consent is not
granted, they can be forced to fight as impressed villagers.

Each player should keep a record of events and impressions. Reasons for
loyalty shifts are particularly important.

Counter-Ambushes must be based on positive intelligence of the presence of
an ambush in a given village, and this intelligence must be declaied to Control
first. The village host to an ambush may elect to betray the counter-ambush
by "warning" the ambush it is host to. The village does this by private declara-
tion to Control at the approach of the counter-ambush forces.

Villages cannot engage in ambushes or counter-ambushes. They car only act
militarily against belligerents entering their village when no adversary
belligdrenf foi-ces are present.

Villages know only the approximate size of approaching counter-ambushing
forces (large, medium, or small).

Time out may be called from time to time by Control as required.

Insurgent spies may be present.

When trainees are returned to the villages, their fighting effectiveness is in-
creased and may be used aga-inst either belligerent.
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SEQUENCE OF EVENTS DURING VISIT

1. Belligerent approaches village.

2. Control consults probability of detection table for ambush warning,
gives approaching belligerent warning if table so indicates. (If applicable
because of large size of ambush.)

3. Villagers or the administrator may warn of ambush (and its size,
if desired).

a. If there is an ambush in the village, and village chief reports
less men than actually present, engagement is fought as a no-
surprise case.

b. If there is an ambush in the village, and the village chief reports
the correct or greater number of men to the approaching belligerent,
engagement is treated as a surprise case with the entering force as
the surprising force.
c. Or they may give other warnings (false, ambiguous, etc. ) or warn-
ings about the other villages.

4. Belligerent decides whether to visit village and, if so, the size of the
visiting force. Visiting force is handed to Control, and the belligerent declares
whether his visit is a counterambush force(which, if control accepts his evidence,
results in surprise advantages for belligerent).

5. Control communicates the approximate size of visiting force to the
village (small, medium, or large).

6. Villages may respond by:

a. No action.

b. Fighting belligerent visitors, if no ambush present.

c. Warning ambush force in village of approaching counterambushing
force, resulting in 1:1 force ratio conflict.

7. Control calculates and announces results of engagements if any,
any communication desired, etc..

Note: ENGAGEMENT is the presence of both belligerents' forces in the same
village.

An engagement may also occur between village and belligerent, but
village may not participate in battle between belligerents. The presence
of an administrator in village with visiting insurgents is not an engage-
ment (i. e., not automatic). Executions are not engagements.
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VILLAGER REPORT FORM

Village Move

Is there an administrator in your village

Yes No (Circle one)

Loyalty: Insurgent
(check one) Neutral

Gove rnment

Population (number of villagers)

If there was an engagement (fight) in your village
this turn, what were the losses of:

Government Insurgents
Villagers (due to crossfire)

Village losses due to impressment

State reasons for loyalty shifts (on back).

Who do you think is winning?

Who do you want to win?

How much longer (# of moves) will game last?

State criticism of player's actions and game rules
oii back of this sheet.

Signed:
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WINNING CRITERIA

A. Government

1. Loyalty of a majority in every village

2. No insurgent loyalty in a majority of villages

3. Insurgents reduced to less than half original force

B. Insurgents

i. Majority of villages loyal (plurality role in each loyal village)

2. Minority loyalty in all other villages

3. Destroy 20% of government forces, increase own 20%

C. Individual Villager

1. In winning village

2. Loyal to faction which is winning

3. Largest % of original population of all those fitting C1 and C2 above

D. Individual Village

1. Loyal to winning belligerent

2. More men than any other village
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AGILE/COIN CALCULATION OF CASUALTIES

If only one belligerent has certain knowledge of an impending engagement, it is a
case of SURPRISE. If both are equally aware of what is going to occur, it is a NO
SURPRISE case. Note that ambush will'normally result in the entering force being
surprised, while the force in ambush does the surprising. However, the position
may be reversed, if, for example, the entering force has detailed knowledge of the
ambush, but the ambushing force does not know it has been betrayed.

SURPRISE CASE

1. Find ratio of SURPRISED force to SURPRISING force.

2. Enter ratio on horizontal axis of chart:
Surprising Surprised

Wins Wins
100-

a~' 80-

44 0
o 40uu

o 20 - ..-.-
04 - -- SURPRISED

-1 - -ratio SURPRISING

Read off percent of Winner's force killed on vertical a':is, and multiply by size of
Winner's force to find number of Winner's casualties.

3. Loser's casualties are always 80% of force committed.

4. To find number of villagers killed by crossfire, divide the total number of men
firing by 5, and multiply the result by the percent of Winner's force killed (as
indicated by the chart).

5. Collect chips for casualties, and return survivors to belligerents.

NO SURPRISE CASE

1. Larger force wins. If forces are exactly equal, both lose 80% of forces committed.

2. Number of Winner's force killed is given in accompanying table;. Find size of
Winner's (larger) force on left margin, and Loser's (smaller) forc, on to[) margin.
Winner's casualties can be read off where the row and column intersect.

3. Number of Loser's force killed is always 80% of force committed.

4. Number of villagers killed by crossfire is found by dividing total number of men
firing by 5.

5. Collect chips for casualties, and return survivors to belligerents.
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AGILE/COIN GAME: CASUALTY CALCULATION

No-Surprise: Number of Winner (Larger) Force Killed

Size of Smallor Force Committed --

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 2.6 28 30 35 40

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.a 2 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 4 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

5 0 1 1 3 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 0 1 1 2 3 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

U 7 0 0 1 2 3 4;6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S-0 0 1 2 2 4 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 10 0 0 1 1 2 ' 4 5 6 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

12 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 7 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 S I 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 0 0 0 1 1 2 :2 3 4 5 7 10 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I1S 0 0 0 1 2 2 3 4 4 6 ) 11 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

- 20 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 6 8 10 1 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 22 -0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 7 ' 9 12 15 1S 0 0 0 0 0 0

24 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 213 5 7 9 11 11 16 19 0 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 4 6 9 10 12 115 19 21

25 0 0 0 0 1 1 22 3 4 6 7 9 11 1I4 16 19 22 0 0 0
30 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 5 4 5 7 9 II115 1 S 21 24 0 0
35 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 5 4:6 7 9 ;11 13 15 18 21 23 0
40 0000 0 I 2 2 3 4 , 5 6 8 910 12 14 16 1 24 32
45 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 5 6 7 ' 9 10 12 14- 16 22 23
50 0 0 O 0 0 1 I 1 1 2 2 3 !,4 5 6 1, 9 111 13 14 20 26

55 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 13 1E 23
60 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 13 4 5 6 8 9 10 12 16 21
65 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 11 2 2 13 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 15 20
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 5 6 7 8 9 10 lq IS
75 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 :3 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 13 17
e,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 16

85 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 12 15
90 0 0 0 00 0 ! 0 11 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 6 7 11 4
95 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 ',1 1 2 12 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 13
100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 !1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 7 10'11
110 0 0 0 0 0 0 ;0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 5 6 7 912
120 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 11
150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 1 2 2 2 3 4 4 5 6 8 '10
140 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 33 4 4 5 7 9
150 0 000 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 33 4 4 5 7 9
160 0 0 0 iO 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 23 3 4 4 6 8
170 0 0 0 !0 0 0 0 0 0 ,0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 4 6 S
180 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 00 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 4 5 7
190 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 7
200 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 010 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4 5 6

Number of Loser (Smaller) Force Killed Is
Always 80 Percent of Force Committed
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No-Suprise: -Number of Winner (Larger) Force Killed

Size of Smaller Force Committed -

45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 851 90 95 100 110 12I301 140

1 0 0 0 o 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0j 0
2 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 j 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 U O 00 00 . 0
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 ol 0 0 o 0 0 0': 0
5 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0 0 0. 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0
" 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0. 0

o 7 0 0 0 00 0! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 O" 0 0 0. 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 00
10 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
1 12 0 0 0,0 O0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C q 0

14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0' 0
0t 16 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0 0 0 0 0: 0

k 18 00 0 0 0 0O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-20 0 0 00 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
,' 22 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

24- 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

U) 28 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 0 0 00. 0
I30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

35 00 0 ;0 0 0 0 0 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0
40 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
45 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
50. 32 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 29 36 44 0 0 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0'- 2 7 33 40148 0 O. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
65 25 31 3714452 0' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
70 23 29 35"41 48 56" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
75 22 27 32 33 45 52:60 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
80 20 25 30 36 42 49 56 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0. C
85 19 24 28 34 40 46 53 60 68 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
90 18 22 27 32 38 44 50 57 64 72 0 0 0 0 01 0
95 17 21 25"30 36 41 47 54 61 68 76 0 0 0 0 0
100 16 20 24,29 34 39 45 51 58 65 72 80 0 0 ,. 0
110 15 18 22126 31 36.41 47 53 59 66 73 88 0 0 0
120 13 17 2024 28 33i37 43 48-54 60 67 81 96 0 0
i30 12 15 19!22 26 30105 39 44 50 56 62 74 89104 0
140- 12 14 17121 24 28132 37 41 .46 52 57 69 82 971112
150 11 13 16 19 23 26 30 34 39 43 48 53 65 77 90105
30 - 10 )12 15.13 21 24i28 32 36 40 45 50 60 72 341 98

170 10 12 14 17 20 '2 26 30 34 38 42 47 57 68 80 92
130 9 11 13 16 19 22.25 28 32 36 40 44 54 6.- 75 87
190 9 1 13 15 18 21,24 27 30 34 38 42 51 61 71 So
2,30 8 10 12 14 17 20 22 26 29 32 36 40.48 58 68 78

Number of Loser (Smaller) Force Killed is
Always 80 Percent of Force Committed
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AGILE COIN GAME

CRITIQUE

1. What role did you play in the game?

2. What asp-.ct did you find most realistic?

3. Wrhat aspect did you find most un-realistic?

4. What was your best move?

5. What was your worst error?

6. What would have been your best strategy?

7. Did you become deeply involved in the action?

8. Do you think the game was too short, about right, or too long? (circle one)

9. Do you think the game was too complex, about right, or too simple? (circle one)

10. Do you think the teams had too few, about the right number, or too many
players? (circle one)

11. How many times should a soldier play the game to exhaust its training
possibilities? Once? Three times? Ten times? Thirty times? (circle one)

12. What did you find most confusing about the game?

13. Who would learn most from playing this game?

14. What could be learned from observing many plays of the game?

15. How does the game compare with other training techniques?

16. How does the game compare with other research techniques?

17. Please write any suggested
improvements on back of sheet. Name
Thank you.

Telephone No.
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AGILE-COIN GAME

Some suggestions for the players derived from game critiques.

GOVERNMENT

Build up security in a few key villages and couple this with
aggressive acts in the others.

Punish quickly those villageu which are changing loyalty toward
the insurgents.

Aggressive action pays off.

Record a plan of attack and communicate this to the villages.

Use the villages as information sources by asking questions about
insurgent policies, and maintain a record of administration losses.

Play on motive of payoff to villager. Villager can have no losses of
people, but if on losing side, he still loses.

Impress equally to provide a large mobile force to maintain loyalty.

Avoid role playing--it wastes time and bores villagers.

Communicate your plan and other information (true or false) that
will win village loyalty.

Ask about number of villagers and administrator, insurgent visits,
neighboring villages.

Avoid the trap of trying too hard in the early stages instead o' plan-
ning a long range strategy, and developing information channels.
Don't get into a position of hoping the insurgents will run into an
ambush rather than taking positive measures to punish villages that
warn of ambushes.

GENERAL

To a large extent the dynamics of the game are determined by the
Insurgents' general strategy. Goverrmaent will usually wind up in
trouble unless it correctly perceives the nature of insurgent's
strategy and counters that strategy directly.
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AGILE-COIN GAIE

Some suggestions for the players derived from game critiques.

INSURGENT

Send one man into each village from time to time on scouting --
if government ambush is present, you will learn of it at low cost.

Information is all important. Try to establish an information
center by rewarding and punishing villages.

Determine whether intelligence is accurate or not by testing.

Act only with careful judgment, but then be decisive.

Appeal to a group of villages for their loyalty and a significant
number of men, and pledge their return (force villagers into
collusion so that they cannot act independently without causing
confusion and distrust).

GENERAL

To a large extent the dynamics of the game are determined by the
Government's general strategy. Insurgents will usually wind up
in trouble unless they correctly perceive the nature of Government's
strategy and counter that strategy directly.
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AGILE-COIN GAME

Some suggestions for the players derived from game critiques.

VILLAGES

Avoid being drawn into forcing a win at great sacrifice.

Remember that a dead administrator allows freedom in loyalty
position, but such freedom may require lying to government.

Test both sides' willingness to act, impress, etc., by false
(made up) information.

When government plays a passive strategy, village can take a
high risk position in helping insurgents.

Prepare notes to both sides ahead of time to speed up communica-
tion. Notes prevent eavesdropping.

Be careful to space information about other villages so that be-
trayal won't be so obvious.

Avoid having troops left in ambush and avoid impressment without
reward. It is hard to get the troops out once they are positioned.
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Move

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

NIGHT i DAY NIGHT DAY NIGHT DAY NIGHT

I I. | ,

I I
INS GOVT INS GOVT INS GOVT INS

(ODD) (EVEN)

I I

CYCLE--

SREPORT R R

Intel!iiience* lIntelligence XNIntelligenf V
collectio delay Availablevailable

(2 moves, I cycle)

'I

,m lrnprcss Training requires bne
or full xmove by the belligerent Forces-- t) Operational

i.cruit acquiring the forzes

TIMING

Intelligence (chief's assessment of village loyalty and population) available
tc Government if Administrator present--otherwise not.
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AGILE/COIN DEMONSTRATION EXERCISE #1

Institute for Defense Analyses, Washington, D. C.
September 28, 1965

A. Summary

1. The major features of the game were the overwhelming use
of recruitment rather than impressment, the fact that only
one major engagement took place, the related static concen-
tration of government forces in two of the villages to the
exclusion of the others, and the reluctance of the insurgents
to set or spring ambushes.

2. Both belligerents were able to induce the villages to offer
volunteers, that is to recruit rather than impress man-
power. This was partly because of a common misconcep-
tion about the return of 'trained men' to the villages (dis-
cussed in paragraph 9 below), and recruiting efforts tended
to become less successful as the game wore 'n. Toward
the end, the insurgents determined to increase their forces
considerably, and were obliged to do so by force rather
than agreement. Even then, there was extre:nely little use
of terror tactics, one death per village faction being the
maximum penalty inflicted by the insurgents on recalcitrant
villages. The government never impressed men.

3. There was only one major engagement in the game, when an
insurgent ambush of 25 men defeated a government force of
50 men in #2 (yellow) village during cycle 2. The losses
calculated (10 insurgents killed and 45 government soldiers
killed) misled both belligerents as to the size of the opposing
force, the government believing it had been defeated by a much
larger force, and the insurgents fearing they had not inflicted
significant damage. This engagement apparently had the effect
of inhibiting both belligerents- -neither was anxious to undertake
any military action thereafter. There were however minor
'skirmishes', when single entering insurgents were killed by
huge government garrisons. On one of these occasions, a
warning was held out by a villager, but disbelievee by the in-
surgent chief who then sent a patrol of four men to immediate
destruction. The insurgents set only one ambush--which was
successful as described above. The government built up gradu-
ally two large static ambushes in the #2(yellow) and #3 (green)
villages, ignoring the other villages. Since there was only one
major engagement, there were very few crossfire losses in the
game.
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4. Action was concentrated in #2 (yellow), #3 (green), and #4
(blue) villages, almost to the exclusion of Violet village,
which was completely ignored during two out of six full
cycles. Partly this was simple geography, for Violet Vil-
lage was 'out of the way', but the belligerents' choices
were presumably also motivated by other information ob-
tained.

5. Administrators were initially sent out to all villages, and
were killed at first opportvnity by the insurgents. Thereafter
they were in general only replaced when accompanied by a
government force and were therfore protected. The admini-
strator in #3 (green) village especially seemed to be well in
control of the situation. He was able to insist, for example,
that even during visits by the government all negotiations be
carried on with himself as intermediary between the govern-
ment and the villagers.

6. Most of the villagers developed the habit of hiding some of
their 'men' to give the appearance of having no more recruits
for either belligerent; this was done especially well in #1
(violet) village.

7. There was only one mention of an attempt to set up a "recon-
naissance visit", by the government forces, who dropped the
idea on finding that such a reconnaissance would cost one full
move. However, another new feature of this game--the ab-
duction option--was used several times. Both belligerents exer-
cised this option, but the only village in which this occurred was
#4 (blue).

8. Neither belligerent seemed unduly worried by the time constraint.
In both cases, minutes were frequently lost between the move-
start signal and the belligerents' leaving headquarters, and the
villagers had little difficulty in wasting time during visits, to
their (the villagers') advantage.

9. The course of the game was much affected by what seemed to be
a common misconception about the nature of garrisons/ambushes
and about when a recruit was actually 'returned' (it is possible
but unlikely that this misconception was simply a deliberate device
of the government to mislead the villagers). The governminc.', had
much success in recruiting owing to its offer to send bac.d *(-.7ces
to the villages to act as a protective force once they had been
trained; the government perceived this as building up a large garri-
son or ambush with the aid of the recruits, the villagers assumed
that once returned to the village the recruits would 'rejoin their
families', at least in terms of scoring.
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IO.The misunderstanding was ultimately cleared up in the game
(not without some dispute), but the question presents a larger
problem for future games. Should the belligerents be permitted
to build up local 'militia', fighting at an effectiveness between
that of the villager and the soldier? Or should we maintain the
present situation in which the belligerent can offer a village
nothing except terror or the promise of protection? If the latter,
1,ow clear should this be made to any or all the players in their
briefing?

Near the end of the game (beginning in move 5), the insurgents were
allowed on three occasions to make two visits to a village within
the same move. They would first enter with a small force and if
his was insufficient to satisfy their needs they would go outside and

immediately return with a very large force. This was reluctantly
allowed to increase the tempo of the game.

It would be preferabl.e if belligerents were not able to visit the same
voillage twice during one move, since there is otherwise no possibil-
,ty of the village resisting one belligerent and seeking protection
from the other.

, i.Toward the end of the game, the insurgents occasionally used the puni-
tive measure of 'killing' an individual village chief or head of family.
In operative terms this was equivalent to killing one member of the
Iamily concerned, since the player maintained control of his family
as 'son and heir'. In the case of the village chief, presumably an
election should also have been held to decide on a new chief, perhaps
the 'son and heir' of the olco one; it is not clear whether this actually
happened.

12.Counting individual chips is impractical, especially in the case of large
government forces. It could be useful to have some Kind of clip into
which ten or twenty chips could be fitted, so that easily manipulable
'companies' of soldiers and/or recruits could be made up. As a
less satisfactory solution, chips could simply be glued together in
blocks.
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C. Critiques

Numbers on left refer to question number on critique form. Numbers

in brackets indicate number of responses of that type. There was a total of

17 respondents.

2. Most realistic aspect

Pressures on villagers (4)
Failure of communications (3)
Villager self-interest (2)
Interpersonal relations (G)
Time pressure in making belligerent decisions (1)
Village administrator role (1)

3. Most unrealistic aspect

Lack of communications between villages (3)
Use of tokens to represent people (2)
Inadequate manpower supplies (1)
Threats of terror (1)
Absence of fear (G)
Difficulty of private discussion within game (1)
No rewards to villages possible (1)
Lack of staff for Insurgent "paper work" (1)
Combat losses (1)
Time pressure in making village decisions (G)

7. Involvement

High (9)
Moderate (3)
Low (1)
No answer (4)

8. Length of game

Too short (7)
About right (1,0)
Too long (0i
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9. Complexity

Too complex (i)
About right (10)
Too sir:ple (4)
No answer (2)

10. Team size

Too few (4)
About right (9)
Too many (Z)
No answer (2)

11. Times to be played

Once (2)
Three times (7)
Ten times (5)
Thirty times (0)
No answer (3)

12. Most confusing aspect

Rules (Z)
Loss computations (1)
Filling out forms in middle of game (1)
Lack of communication (1)
Time sequences (1)
Large number of variables (1)
Returning trained villagers (1)
Lack of precisely defined procedures (I)
"Confusion disappeared as game progressed" (I)

13. Anything new learned from the game

Supreme importance of intelligence and
communicatior s (2)

Importance of personal relationships (1)
Effectiveness of pressure tactics (1)
"A great deal about U.S. thinking" (1)

14. Those who would 1.earn most from the game

Junior officers (3)
Men going to Vietnam (2)
Policy makers (2)
Senior NCO's (1)
People unfamiliar with i~uiargencies (1)

2-9



15. Lessons to be learned from many plays

Effects of alternative strategies (3)
Different sides of the same problem (1)
Increase of pressure on villages as

insurgency continues (1)
Personalities of the players (1)

16. Comparison with other training techniques

Better (4)
Comparable (4)
Worse (0)
Don't know/No answer (9)

!
7 . Comparison with other research techniques

Better (0)
Comparable (1)
Worse (2)

Don't know/No answer -14)

18. Suggested improvements included

Special category of "militia" (trained men returned to the
villages)

Include economic factors and possibility of rewards to
villages.

Population of village need not be revealed to belligerent
unless he maintains a force in the village for one full cycle.

Critique forms were filled out rather hurriedly at the end of the

game, and noL all the participants had time to answer each question with

consideration. The participants' reactions were largely favorable, with

only one respondent clearly feeling that the exercise had little or no value.

There was, as usual, more agreement on the most realistic aspects

than on the most unrealistic aspects of the game. The pressure of time in

making decisions was cited in both categories, as being realistic will: r. e

ence to belligerents, but unrealistic where village decisions are concerned.

Just over half the players felt themselves deeply involved in the game, and

only one reported low involvement. Most players found the game's length

about right, all the rest judging it too short.

2-10
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A majority found the game' s level of complexity about right, one

found it toe. complex, while foui found it too simple. It may be significant

that all these last four were playing as villagers or village administrators,

while the one who found it too complex was on the Government team. Again,

the majority thought the team size about right, though the dissenters were

biased toward the opinion that it was too small. Two respondents felt that

the game should be played once, no one chose thirty times, and the rest

were- fairly evenly divided between three time and ten times.

In commenting on the most confusing aspect of the game, only two

respondents mentioned "rules" as an overall category, and one of these

noted that the element of confusion was necessary and desirable. Another

player remarked, "Confusion disappeared as game progressed", suggesting

that the game may be a valuable tool in clarifying what is initially an unfamiliar

and cenf-Uing situation. A number of other confusing elements were mentioned

and specified in quite concrete terms (for example, loss computations and

the status of villagers returned after military training), and some rule re-

vision may be necessary as a result. It is worth noting, however, that some

of these matters are left deliberately vague in order to give the belligerents

more "leverage" on the villagers.

About one third of the players report having learned something new

from the game, including in one case "a great deal about U.S. thinking. "

Most respondents felt that field operators (both military and civilian) would

learn most from. repeated plays, half of those who responded to the question

suggested the effects of alternative strategies as the major lesson.

Eight of the players were willing to compare the game with other

training techniques, and were equally divided in finding it better or roughly

comparabe. Only three respondents ventured to compare the game with

other research techniques, two of them judging it worse and one of them

finding it comparable.

Among the improvements suggested werc the inclusion of economic

factors, and a new category of armed village militia consisting of trained men

returned to the villages by the belligerents, who would fight at the direction

of the village chief. They would have a fighting effectiveness above that of

2-11
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the untrained villagers, but below that of the belligerent forces. For purposes

of scoring they would be counted in the village population. One further

suggestion was to permit villagers to hide their population tokens, being

obliged to disclose their number only when a belligerent had established a

presence in the village for a full game cycle. These proposed changes will

be discussed and the rules will be altered appropriately if necessary.

Z-12



AGILE-COIN DEMONSTRATION EXERCISE #2

Agency for International Development, Washington, D. C.
October 28, 1965

A. Summary

The Insurgents designed their strategy to accomplish their two

mair, objectives as quickly as possible: to increase their population

significantly and to gain the loyalty of the villagers. The former was

given priority, inasmuch as they did not feel they could offer the vil-

lagers significant protection without increasing the size of their own

force. The Insurgents approached only one village per night, and in

each instance after the first (they were a little slow getting started)

they entered with a large force and impressed a large number of vil-

lagers. In addition, each visit to a village resulted in a government

ambush being sprung and a decisive victory for the Insurgents. These

victories, combined with their impressment policy and eloquent propa-

gandizing, led 8 out of the 12 irillagers who expressed an opinion to believe the In-

surgents were winning. Had the game continued, the Insurgents would have begun

returning villagers, now trained, as protective garrisons against the Govern-

ment's increasingly aggressive forces. This, they felt, would have been

a means of gaining the loyalty they had lost by their impressment tac-

tics.

The Government's initial strategy was to place an administrator

and a medium-sized force in every village. These garrisons were too

small to ever defeat the Insurgents, but too large, and hence costly in

terms of potential manpower losses, to be effective as decoys. With

the exception of White Village, their impressments were few relative to

those of the Insurgents. Furthermore, the pressure of time did not per-

mit them to convince the villagers that these forces should be kept in

hiding. This might have been done by the administrators.

After three disastrous defeats, the Government reversed its strat-

egy and left a large ambush in one village and impressed 40 men from an-

other. Had the exercise continued, this might have p:.-oved to be a major

turning point.

Both belligerent teams concerned themselves almost entirely with

military strategy, and neither made significant use of econoinic resources.

These could have been a powerful tool for the Government as they wele in

a much stronger position economically than were the Insurgents.

2-13
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C. Critiaueb

1. Number of critiques returned: 20, or about 1/2

InsurgentsGovernment 9 high rate of return

Villagers 6 low rate of return
Control 1

2. What aspect did you find most realistic?

(2) Terror and invasion
(1) Need for strategy
(6) Confusion and uncertainty
(1) Efforts to gain loyalty
(1) Pressure of time on planning a strategy
(2, Effective role-playing by administrators and Insurgents
(1) Gullibility of players
(2) Some aspect of factual content
(4) Unknown

3. What aspect did you find most un-realistic?

(1) Psychological and economic aspects
(3) Presence of Control and tabulation of results
(3) Initial neutrality of villages and no descriptive scenario
(7) Inadequate briefing
(1) Methods of communication
(1) "Clustering of group around a leader"
11) Lack of planning
(1) Time pressure
(3) Unknown

7. Did you become deeply involved in the action?

(9) Yes
(10) No Reason, when expressed: not enough action

(1) (Played control)

8. Do you think the game was too short, about right, or too long?

15/21: "too short":

(15) Too short
(4) About right
(1) Too long
(1) Unknown

9. Do you think the game was too cbmplex, about right or too simple?

10/20: "about right":

(5) Too complex
(10) About right

(3) Too simple
(1) Unknown

* Note: The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of responses of that
type. 2-19



10. Do you think the teams bad too few, about the right number, or too

many players?

12/20: "about right":

(2) Too few
(12) About right

(4) Too many
(2) Unknown

11. How mmy times should a soldier play the game to exhaust its train-

ing possibilities?

7/20: "3"

(2) Until trained

For training:

(2) 0
(3) Once
(7) Three times
(2) Ten times
(1) Thirty times
(3) Unknown

9& 11. a) Only one player thought it too simple, but also thought it should
be played more than three times for training.

b) Too complex/ more than 3 plays = 0 players

12. What did you find most confusing about the game?

(11) Rules
(1) Organization

(11) Time cycle
(1) Purpose
(1) What was going on
(2) Learning technique
(1) Time taken in "combat situation"

13. What did you learn from the game that you did not already know?

10/20 felt they had learned something. Exarmples:

Lmpact of terror
Possibility of stifling communication
Complexity of the problem (3)
Need for better security
.Human ability to adapt to situation
Cross pressure on villagers
Personal limitations as a leader
Role of spies, personnel losses from military action

2-20



14. Who would learn most from playing this game?

(5) U.S. Government advisors and administrators
(4) Anyone interested
(1) Strategic decision makers
(3) People involved in COIN
(2) Military (advisors)
(2) No one, in its present state
(1) Soci.L gy students
(1) High school and Junior High students

15. What could be learned from observing many plays of the gamne?

(All 1, unless otherwise noted)

a. Unknovn (3)
b. Psychological reactions and how to deal

with them (2)
c. Proper administration ax.d organization (2)
d. Facets of COIN operations
e. Don't trust anyone
f. Wide range of conditioned responses that

could reduce decision making
g. Va.7ue o. experience
h. Strategyr (2)
i. Inadequacy of set solution to solve seemingly

similar problems (see f above for counter
opinion)

16. How does the game compare with other training techniques?

(5) Better than average
(31 Good or average
(4) Potentially good
(4) Indifferent
(2) Bad

17. How does the game compare with oth-er research techniques?

(2) Better than average
(3) Good or average
(1) Potentially* good

(11) Indifferent
(3) Bad

Outstanding Comments:

1. Should not be played without a demonstration
2. "Poorly conceived and executed exercise. Not enough control.

Insufficient briefing".
3. Questionable correlation with actual irsurgency conditions
4. Agreement that loyalty is an "awesomely complex" problem
5. First move for villagers to contact belligerent

Belligerents should be given incomplete version of village
scenario (Use of scenario came up frequently)

6. Much too limited in time. Should be at least one day.

2-21



CONCLUSIONS:

Future exercises should have:

1. An initial demonstration
2. A clear and lively briefing
3. Adequate participant preparation

4 ws
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AGILE-COIN DEMONSTRATION EXERCISE #3
The Infantry School, Fort Benning, Georgia

October 21,22, 1965

A. Summary. Game #1

1. Failure of the Insurgents to gain the loyalty of any faction at any

period of the game. (Insurgent spies were not designated in this game.)

2. Low population losses in two of the three villages.

3. Similarly, the winner preference, where stated, was pro-govern-

ment, never pro-insurgent.

4. Inability of insurgents to mount successful hit and run ambushes.

5. illustration of the Insurgent option of taking over a village by force

and deposing the village chiefs.

6. " Ability of the government to maintain administrators in villages more

than ha. " the time.

7. Remarkably little effort at recruitment and impressment in the vil-

lages.

2-23
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C. Summary, Game #2

Ability of the government to obtain faction loyalties in only two

villages.

Marked increase in Insurgent influence and loyalty over the previous

game of October 21 (aided by the introduction of spies).

Generally high population losses, especially in villages Yellow

and Brown.

Ambiguous role of the courier in tipping off the government on Insur-

gent deployments. (Courier movements have since been restricted to

their team's move period.)

Marked inability of the government to maintain administrators in hos-

tile villages.

Relatively few ambushes were attempted in the game, the two largest

being in villages Green and Yellow. In small ambush confrontations,

the Insurgents were usually the victors.
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E. Critique Summary

There appeared to be some misunderstanding of game rules since

over half the players in post-exercise critiques mentioned briefing,

rules, and rule changes as the most confusing aspects of the game.

Only two felt that the game itself was too complex once the rules were

clarified. These comments probably apply primarily to the demcn-

stration game since unclear rules seemed to have little influence in

the last two game operations. About 25% of the respondents considered

the game too simple, with the remainder satisfied with its level of

complexity. 65% stated that they became deeply involved in the exercise.

The predominant feeling (75%) was that the game should be played

about three times for teaching purposes. There was a wide range of

opinions on who would learn most from the game and included: exper-

ienced conventionally trained soldiers, people with at least a rudimen-

tary knowledge of insurgency, complete neophytes, AID representatives,

.NCO, Junior Officers, highly educated government and military officials.

Opinions about the need for prior knowledge and experience in counter-

insurgency operations were evenly divided 5-4. A significant middle-

of-the-road opinion was persons "with limited knowledge of counter-

insurgency, if ones experienced in counterinsurgency are also players".

Players varied in their estimates of the most unrealistic aspects

of the game. Communications and the dual role of the Courier, restricted

Insurgent activities, large losses by ambushing forces and lack of civic

action, and psychological operations were some of the prime objections.

(The movement of the couriers has since been restricted to the move of

their teams. )

Significant learning outcomes revealed in the critiques included:

1. Realization of the danger of initiating attacks based
on unverified intelligence.

2. The need for insurgents to avoid battles until they
have adequate strength.

3. The difficulty of gaining loyalty.

4. The usefulness of intelligence and warning.

5. Differences in villager reactions to persuasion
and coercion.

6. The serious consequences of not recognizing spies.
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AGILE-COIN DEMONSTRATION EXERCISE #4

Mobile Command Headquarters. Montreal, Canada

January 17-19, 1966

The AGILE-COIN game was played over a three day period by

officers at the Headquarters of the Canadian Mobile Command. On the

first morning, the initial briefing was followed by a brief demonstration

game, with accelerated time periods, in order to illustrate the mechan-

ics of the exercise.

The afternoon and the whole of the following day were taken up

with the three games which are reported here. The same officers took

part in all the games, roles being reassigned so that all had the opportunity

to play on the different teams.

Almost all of the players had had field experience in one or more

U. N. or Commonwealth peacekeeping operation, including Palestine, Congo,

Malaya, Cyprus and Lebanon.

I -
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A. Summary, Game #1 !

Government Strategy

The Government planned their strategy much more carefully than

did the Insurgents. They entered each village in the first cycle with a moder-

ate show of force and were able to defeat small Insurgent bands in ambush.

They placed an Administrator in all but Green Village where they feared In-

surgent loyalty. Believing the Chiefs of Green and Yellow villages to be

spies, they arrested them and took them to headquarters. (The Chief at Green

was not, in fact, a spy but had been agitating in favor of the Insurgents. ) Having

removed the most powerful disloyal factions, dihe Governmet was able to solid-

ify support with large protective garrisons in each village. These were related

in such a way that each village v as held for all but one move, and the Govern-

ment was able to create an impression of much greater strength than they actual-

ly had. This completely bewildered the Insurgents who were afraid to enter any

village, lest they be badly defeated.

Insurgent Strategy

The Insurgents planned different strategies in each village. They

attempted a "tough" policy for Green village from which they impressed 15 men

with a moderate show of force However, the token force they left behind was

wiped out by the government, weakening the impression they had intended. They

were able to defeat the Government in a small skirmish thereafter, and this

aroused some support. In Orange Village they tried a much softer approach in

which they entered the village with only a few men and we.re able to recruit ten.

They did not return to this village until the end of the exercise when they were

surprised by an ambush of government troops. Yellow village, in which the In-

surgent spy was elected Chief, was completely ignored except for minor recruit-

ment late in the exercise. Surprisingly, this village voiced the only Insurgent

loyalty in the final tabulation. This was probably d-ue to the skill and persuasive-

ness of the Chief. Early defeats in both Green and Orange frightened the Insur-

gents, and they left no more cadre in any village. They overestimated the size

of the total Government force, and were wary of entering any village where

there might be Government protection.
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C. Summary, Game #Z

Government Strategy

The Government suffered badly from the election of Insurgent spies as
Village Chiefs. The three large ambushes they set in Orange and Green were betrayed

to the Insurgents who, with surprise in their favor, were able to defeat them easily.

The persuasive power of these spies contributed to their inability to win the loyalty

of the villagers. The only village in which they were successful was Yellow, where
the single faction leaning toward the Insurgents was arrested. Were it not for the

men the Government was able to get from Yellow, their force would have been re-

duced to 10 men by the end of the game. Even with these recruits, their final

force strength was only one quarter its original size. Had the Government not ar-

rested the disloyal faction of Yellow, there would have been a decisive Insurgent

victory.

Insurgent Strategy

The Insurgents suffered nearly disastrous losses in the first cycle of

the game. Their recovery was due partly to their skillful recruitment and impress-

ment of villagers and partly to their effective utilization of good intelligence informa-

tion. In addition to the twelve recruits and twenty-five impressed villagers from

Orange and Yellow, the entire Green village defected to the Insurgent side. Their

most significant maneuver was three successive attacks on Government headquarters.

The first occurre-d during the sixth cycle in which they attacked Headquarters while

the Government was away. There were few casualties in this engagement, but a

total of 57 Government losses, or about one third of their original force in subse-

quent attacks. Depite their own losses in the large engagements in Government

Headquarters, the Insurgents were able to build up their force with trained re-

cruits. Had they been able to prevent the arrest of their supporter in Yellow Vil-

lage, or win the loyalty of some other faction, there would have been a decisive

Insurgent victo'ry.
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E. Summary, Game #3

Government Strategy

The Government's first and most decisive mistake was to move their

headquarters into the Yellow Village. Evidently they hoped to increase the size

of their forces by taking over the village, but they miscalculated the location

and effectiveness of the Insurgent spies. Furthermore, the villagers resented

their intrusion, and after one massive engagement, in which 25 villagers were

killed in crossfire, the entire village supported the Insurgents. Their relocation

in Orange was no more successful. When the Orange Chief defected to the In-

surgents and betrayed the size and location of the Government force, another

bloody battle ensued. One more crushing defeat of the remainder of their

troops in Yellow forced the Government to take to the hills with the only loyal

faction from Orange. They stayed in Hiding for two cycles, training their few

recruits, but by the time they returned the Insurgents were in the process of

taking over the region. Realizing there was no hope of victory, the two forces

negotiated and established a coalition government.

Insurgent Strategy

The Insurgents held to a policy of recruitment rather than impressment

throughout the exercise. This, combined with the persua,,veness of their

spies, helped to strengthen loyalty to their cause. They never left a single

garrison in a village, but attacked only when they had positive information on

the size and location of the Government force and were able to counterambush.

The Government's four major defeats convinced the villagers that the Insur-

gents were winning, and by the end of the game they had fulfilled all the neces-

sary criteria for victory.

Unlike most previous games, the Insurgent activity was determined by

the strategy of the Government. Had the government not chose to move their

headquarters, the Insurgents would probably have had to pursue a more aggres-

sive policy.
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G. Critiques

Numbers on left refer to question numbers on critique form. Num-

bers in brackets indicate number of responses bf that type. There was a

total of 15 respondents.

2. Most realistic aspect:

Uncertainty (2)
Pressures and demands of

belligerents (2)
Terror and intrigue (3)
Problem of interpreting

intelligence (3)
Volatility of events (1)
Competition and cooperation

among groups (1)

3. Most unrealistic aspect:

Too much communication
between villages (1)

Too little communcation
between villages (1)

"Assumption that economics
and ideology are irrelevant" (2)

Inability of villagers to fight
on their own as effectively
as belligerents (2)

Dealings between government
and villagers (5)

7. Involvement:

High (11)
Moderate (I)
Low (1)
No answer (2)

8. Length of game:

Too short (3)
About right (10)
Too long (1)
No answer (1)

9. Complexity

Too complex (1)
About right (9)
Too simple (4)

No answer (1)
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10. Team Size:

Too few (1)
About right (13)
Too many (0)
No answer (1)

11. Times to be played:
Once (i)
Three times (4)

Ten Times (8)
Thirty times (1)
No answer (1)

12. Most confusing aspect:

Rules (7)
Message security (1)
Nothing (1)

13. Those who would learn most from game:

All those concerried with the
problem of insurgency (3)

Field grade officers (7)
Politicians ('1)

14. Lessons to be learned from the game:

Decision between alternative
strategies (1)

Complexity of total situation (3)
Human factors (4)
Political factors (2)

15. Comparison with other training techniques:

Better (0)
Same (1)
Wo rse (1)
Don't know (13)

16. Comparison with other research techniques:

Better (0)
Same (1)
Worse (1)
Don't know (13)

17. Suggested improvements:

Should be situation-specific
and/or area specific (7)

Sh3uld include UN peace force (3)
Villagers information input

is too little to be accurate
Casualty calculation somewhat

artificial, but necessarily
SO.
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AGILE-COIN DEMONSTRATION EXERCISE #5

U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Janqary 26, 1966

A. Summary, Game #1

Two demonstrations of the AGILE-COIN game were held at the United

States Air Force Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado, on January 26,

1966. Participants in the morning game were military officers -- instructors

at the Academy. The afternoon demonstration included both officers and cadets.
"The first demonstration resulted in a tenta':ive victory for the insurgents,

who succeeded in reducing government military superiority and in securing

either loyalty or neutrality from most of the villagers who survived in this very

bloody game. A spy in the government headquarters and in Green village pro-

vided the insurgents with intelligence which proved invaluable in their opera-

tions.

Brown and Yellow were firmly pro-government in the first cycle, while

Green was neutral with an event.al pro-insurgent bias, due in large measure to

the presence of a clandestine insurgent infrastructure in the village. This insurgent

agent caused considerable difficulty for the government by spreading false rumors

through notes to the other villages, as well as by gathering intelligence for the

insurgents.

Yellow's loyalty moved away from pro-government to neutral as soon as

the government garrison was withdrawn during t1v second cycle, a pattern which

Yellow was to follow throughout the game. Green, meanwhile, moved closer to

the insurgent camp while Brown remained firmly pro-Government. No military

action took place during this cycle.

During the third cycle, however, the government ran a successful ambush

in Yellow, inflicting fourteen casualties on a sixteen-man insurgent force. Village

cross-fire losses were heavy - twelve dead - causing the village to adopt a neu-

tral attitude once again.

Neutrality appeared even more attractive to the Yellow village during the

fourth cycle, when a fifty-man government unit whose numbers and deployment

had been betrayed by an insurgent spy in the gove rnment headquarters was deci-

mated by the insurgents, who had not been warned by the villagers. The insurgents

also carried off a successful ambush in Green village during the fourth cycle at

a cost of thirteen troops to the government. All in all, the government lost fifty-

eight troops - almost a third of its total force - during this disastrous fourth cycle.
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Government fortunes did not improve on the fifth cycle. The insurgents

failed to make contact with a large ambush set in Yellow, while the presence

of an ambush in Brown:'was betrayed by its large size. In Green, the govern-

ment walked into yet another insurgent trap which the villagers had once more

failed to betray. Government officials finally dec'ded that what they considered

treachery on Green's part was intolerable. They were angry enough to incur

losses by taking a force out at night in order to annihilate the pro-insurgent

villagers. The whole population of Green village was massacred.

This ruthless action might have at least enabled the government to

strengthen its position by having fewer static points to defend with a stronghold

in pro-government Brown. Government forces had already been seriously re-

duced by insurgent action, however, and at this point, the insurgent spy on the

government team conveyed the information that government headquarters itself

was lightly defended. The insurgents proceeded to mount an audacious attack and

to capture the government certer. The game ended here with the insurgents

evidently in a position to take power.
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C. Summary, Game #2

The afternoon demonstration, which included both instructors and

cadets as participants,. resulted in a stalemate with the government in a re-

latively favorable position to gain ultimate victory. A major reason for gov-

ernment success was that the insurgents lacked a unified command structure

and were consequently unable to implement a consistent strategy. Secondly,

the insurgents' intelligence network was considerably less efficient in the

afternoon than *it had been in the morning game.

Impressments were rather light in the first cycle and there were

no military engagements. Most villagers registered neutrality as between the

belligerents though the government had a stronghold in Yellow and there was

some pro-Insurgent sympathy in politically volatile Orange. The village chief

in Brown, a strong leader who kept his population behind him throughout the

simulation, was pro-government even though most of his people would have

preferred neutrality.

His hold on the population was put to a serious test on the second

night when a nine-man government ambush force was overrun by forty-seven

insurgents. The insurgents took revenge on the village for having failed to

betray the ambush by executing two people from each family and three from the

village chief's family. They decimated the population further by impressing

four men from each family for a total of twelve. Including those villagers

killed in the cross-fire and the twenty-four men who had been recruited by the

Government on the first move, Brown had now lost fifty-four men, over half of

its population. The village chief nonetheless remained staunchly pro-govern-

ment and the people supported him when the government sent in a larger force

to protect the'survivors. This force successfully ambushed and annihilated

a small insurgent party which visited Brown the next night, but three more vil-

lagers were killed in the cross-fire and the government saw fit to recruit fif-

teen more men for the army.

The insurgents reached their peak strength in tne third cycle as

their first cycle draftees went into action. Here, they missed a chance to

inflict severe casualties on a government ambush position in Orange whose
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members and deployment had been betrayed by a pro-insurgent villager.

Instead of a large counter-ambush, they contented themselves with sending

a very small force which was able to cause only minor damage to the sur-

prised enemy. They attempted to correct their error in cycle 4 with a

larger attack, but the Government )ad reinforced its position meanwhile,

and defeated the counter-ambush. The Insurgents returned once again, and

this time were stccessful in defeating the now reduced Government garrison.

The Insurgents had however suffered a second major defeat in Yellow during

cycle 4, and their force level was at a dangerously low level when the game

ended.

Meanwhile, in cycle 4, Brown village agreed with the government that-

it would be much easier to provide protection were the villagers to pull up

stakes and go to Green as refugees. This was done in spite of protests from

Green, a move which made security much easier for government forces in

that there were now only three villages to defend. Green, however, now began

to have more sympathy with the insurgents because the villagers suspected

(rightly) that the government hoped to install the pro-government Brown village

chief as leader of the consolidated villages. Since the Green village chief was

sympathetic to the insurgents all along, he had political as well as personal rea-

sons for stirring up the Green villagers against the interlopers from Brown.

The insurgents, their numbers reduced by successful government

operations, were in the process of drafting large numbers of villagers to fill

cut their ranks again when the game ended. Village loyalties were divided -

Yellow remained pro-government, Orange was split down the middle with half

of the population favoring either side, and Green's swing toward the insurgents

was at least partially nullified by the presence of the pro-government Brown

refugees in their midst. By the end, even the majority of the pro-insurgent

population had to concede that the government was winning.
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E. Critiques

Numbers on left refer to question numbers on critique form.

Numbers in brackets indicate number of responses of that type. There

were a total of 25 respondents (9 officers and 16 cadets).

2. Most realistic aspect:

Uncertainty (5)
Pressures and demands of

belligerents (5)
Terrcr and intrigue (3)
Problem of interpreting intelligence (2)
Loss ratios (1)
Volatility of events (1)
Competition and cooperation among

groups (1)

3. Most unrealistic aspect:

Too little time for decisions (4)
Too much communication between

villages (3)
Too little communication between

villages (1)
Inability to assassinate individuals (G)
"Assumption that economics and

ideology are irrelevant" (1)
Inability of villagers to fight on their

own as effectively as belligerents (1)
Dealings between government and

villagers (1)

7. Involvement:

High (17) (officers 4, cadets 13)
Moderate (3) (officers 2, cadets 1)
Low (3) (officers 3)

8. Length of game:

Too short (12) (officers 3, cadets 9)
About right (13) (officers 6, cadets 7)
Too long (0)

9. Complexity:

Too complex (0)
About right (22) (officers 7, cadets 15)
Too simple (2) (officers 2)
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- 10. Team Size:

Too few (4) (cadets 4)
About right (20) (officers 9, cadets 11)
Too many (0)

11. Times to be played:

Once (0)
Three times (14) (officers 8, cadets 6)
Ten times (10) (officers 1, cadets 9)
Thirty times (1) (cadets 1)

12. Most confusing aspect:

Rules (8)
Message security (2)
Nothing (2)
Briefing (1)
Strict bipolarity (1)
Impressment (1)
Kill ratios (1)

13. Those who would learn most from game:

All those concerned with the problem
of insurgency (5)

Students (4)
Field grade officers (])
Special Forces (2)
Politicians (2)
No one (1)

14. Lessons to be learned frori the game:

Decision between alternative
strategies (3)

Complexity of total situation (2)
Human factors (2)
Communications problem (1)
Political factors (1)
Nothing (1)

15. Comparison with other training techniques:

Better (20) (officers 7, cadets 13)
Same (0)
Worse (1) (officers 1)
Don't know (4) (officers 1, cadets 3)

16. Comparison with other research techniques:

Better (7) (officers 1, cadets 6)
Same (2) (officers 1, cadets 1i
Worse (3) (officers 3)
Don't know/problematical (13) (officers 4, cadets 9)
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17. Suggested improvements included:

'Leave gap between cycles to permit
time for planning. (3)

Make reconnaissance less "expensive".
Chief of winning belligerent should

give bonus to or declare winning
village.

More time before the game should
be allowed for planning.

The general picture emerging from the critiques is one of satis-

faction with or enthusiasm for the AGILE-COIN game. Only one respondent

(an officer) was clearly dissatisfied with the whole exercise.

There was considerable agreement about the realistic aspects of

the game, with over half the respondents mentioning "uncertainty" or
"1pressures and demands by belligerents". In commenting on unreal aspects

there was a wider range of answers, but four respondents mentioned the

lack of time to plan strategy during the game. One respondent apparently

thought that the designers assumed economics and ideology to be irrelevant,

which indicates a faulty briefing (though no other respcndents seem to have

shared his impression).

The cadets were on the average more involved than the officers,

with 13 out of the 14 cadets reporting themselves highly involved. The

officers were spread over the scale, 4 reporting high involvement; 2 moder-

ate; and 3 low. Two-thirds of the officers thought the game about right in

length, while over half the cadets thought it too short; no one found it too

long. All the cadets and most of the officers judged the level of complexity

about right, but two officers thought it too simple. On the other hand, all

the officers and most of the cadets found the team size to be about right,

while four cadets considered it too small.

No one felt the game should only be played once to be an effective

training device. Eight out of nine officers thought three times would be

enough as did 6 out of 16 cadets. All but one of the remaining cadets, and

the other officer suggested it be play(:d ten times, and the one cadet unac-

counted for opted for thirty times.
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Obviously, the most confusing asrect ol the exercise was the

rules, though there was little indication of what specifically had confused

the respondents. One interpretation of this response might be that the

participants were confused by the situation (an aspect which they found to

be realistic), and naturally turned for clarification to the rules as being

their only frame of reference, but where little help could be found The

fact that the situation was unfamiliar and therefore confusing was an ir-

par tant reason for playing the game in the first place. Be that as it may,

half the respondents to this question cited the rules as the most confusing

element. Other more specific problems arose over the questions of

message security, impressment, and the kill ratios used.

Responses to the question about who would learn most from the game

do not reveal any points of great interest, though it is perhaps worth noting

that the response "students" should be taken in the context of a military

academy, rather than as meaning students in general.

Lessons which might be learned from repeated plays of the game

included decision-making between alternative strategies, the complexity of

the total situation, human and political factors, and the importance of ef-

fective communications.

In comparing the game with other training techniques, 20 out of

21 respondents who made the comparison thought the game better. The 4

don't knows included 1 officer and 3 cadets. Only 12 respondents were pre-

pared to make a comparison between the game and other research techniques;

3 officers thought it worse, 1 thought it about the same, and 1 thought it

better, while 6 out of 7 cadets thought it better.

Most of the suggested improvements were related to criticisms

already r.3ntioned(for example, permit time between cycles for strategy

planning), but one novel suggestion was forthcoming. The winning belliger-

ent should be able to reward the village of its choice, or possibly declare

the winning village, at the end of the game, thus involving the fate of the

villages much more effectively with that of the belligerents.
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AGILE-COIN DEMONSTRATION EXERCISE #6

U.S. Naval Post-Graduate School, Monterey, California
February 23-25, 1966

A. Summary, Game I

The Insurgents designed their strategy primarily to win the

loyalty of the villagers and secondarily to increase their own force

size. Whenever possible they attempted to recruit - ather than impress.

except when they encountered hostile neutrality as in Yellow Village

where they impressed fourteen. This infuriated the villagers, who,

looking for some reason to support one belligerent or another, began

aiding the Governm.ent in return for promised protection. The Insurgents'

ultimate strategy was to convince the villagers either to defect to their

headquarters or to the Government's, which they then planned tc take

over. (More than likely, this plan would have failed, due to the over-

whelming force superiority of the Government.) Severe losses in YeJlow

Village forced the Insurgents to postpone this plan, and, in fact, turned

the game to a near Government victory.

The Government's initial strategy was to develop a security force

in each village consisting partly of Government troops and partly of trained

villagers. They anticipated returning trained villagers in exchange for new

recruits on an even basis, but this was never carried out. An elabo:ate

plan by the Government spy in Insurgent headquarters to subvert a large

Insurgent for e from headquarters at a particular time was carried out

perfectly, however. At the end of the fifth cycle the spy bolted Insurgent

headquarters with thirty-four "soldiers". The umpires ruled that this

would be counted as a loss for the Insurgents, but not a commensurate

gain for the Government. This move was decisive and negated any chance

for an Insurgent victory.
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C. Summary, Game 2

The Insurgents interpreted their mission as a peaceful one in

which they gradually won the loyalty of the villagers by offering them

more long term gains and not forcing their a1legiance through fear.

Although they had spies in one village and in Government headquarters,

they did not rely on them for intelligence information. They acted

quickly, leaving two substantial ambushes in the first cycle, which

caused the Government to lose 40% of its original force. At the

beginning of the second cycle the Insurgents attacked the weakened

Government at their headquarters with their full force. Due to their

initial miscalculation of the Government's force size, the Insurgents

did not have the advantage they had anticipated. The sides were evenly

matched (101 Government vs. 100 Insurgents), and both teams suffered

disasterous losses. There were only 22 Government survivors and 21

Insurgent survivors.

The Government's initial losses required that they revise their

original policy of outright protection to one in which recruitment was

foremost. As the recruits were trained, they would have been returned

to the villages under the leadership of the few remaining cadre. Recog-

nition of te Government's weakness was so widespread that they were

unable to recruit a single villager and they were not strong enough to

impress significantly.

Had the Insurgents been able to increase their own original

force size it would have been a decisive victory for them. They were

able to add 67 cadre to their depleted force, however, and it seems

certain that they would have won within the next two or three cycles.
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E. Summary, Game 3

The Insurgents chose to avoid using terror tactics against the

villagers in lieu of a more persuasive strategy. Their recruitment

campaign was extremely successful, especially in Blue Village,

and through the course of the game they were able to get 65

volunteers. This was particularly important after their severe

losses in Yellow (cycle 2) and White (cycle 4). At the end of the

exercise the Insurgents had the loyalty of almost two-thirds of the

villagers. This was not due as much to an effective use of spies

or decisive military victories as to their recognition of the need to

deal honestly with the villagers and to fulfill their promises whenever

possible. Trained recruits were returned to the villages whenever

possible, convincing many of the villagers that the Insurgents could

be trusted and that they were winning the war.

The Government also attempted a policy of benevolence,

although village records indicate a resentment of Government

hostility. Unable to recruit volunteers, they were forced to impress

more heavily than did the Insurgents.

The one Insurgent spy in their midst caused little or no damage

because he could not communicate with the Insurgents. Toward the

end of the game the Government decided to punish those villages

that indicated disloyalty and force them, by fear, to support them.

Their impressment of 32 White villagers backfired completely, and

the villagers became more hostile than ever. However, the ultimatum

delivered in Yellow village, to be loyal or be eliminated, did create

the impression that the Government was winning nd did win the

loyalty of one more faction, while driving the villagers into the hills

for safety. This may indicate that the success of terrorist techniques

in winning the loyalty of villagers may depend on the degree of

commitment of the villagers, their general predisposition toward

both beligerents, and the point at which such action is taken.
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G. Summary of Critiques (Games 1,2, 3)

Numbers on left refer to question numbers on critique form.

Numbers in brackets indicate number of responses of that type. There

were a total of 87 respondents.

2. Most realistic aspect:

Uncertainty (17)
Pressures and demands of

belligerents (17)
Terror and intrigue (4)
Problem of interpreting intelligence (8)
Volatility of events (5)
Competition and cooperation among

groups (12)
NA (Z4)

3. Most unrealistic aspect:

Too little time for decisions (17)
Too much communication between

village s (11)
Too little communication between

villages (5)
Inability to assassinate individuals (1)
"Assumption that economics and

ideology are irrelevant" (8)
Inability of villagers to fight on their

own as effectively as belligerents (2)
Dealings between government and

villagers (3)
NA (40)

7. Involvement:

High (41)
Moderate (14)
Low (24)
NA (8)

8. Length of game:

Too short (40)
About right (46)
Too long (1)
NA (0)
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9. Complexity:

Too complex (3)
About right (77)
Too Simple (5)
NA (2)

10. Team Size:

Too few (9)
About right (75)
Too many (3)
NA (0)

11. Times .to be played:

Once (6)
Three times (53)
Ten times (20)
Thirty times (2)
NA (6)

12. Most confusing aspect:

Rules (39)
Message security (8)
Nothing (8)
Briefing (2)
Strict bipolarity (0)
Impressment (2)
Kill ratios (0)
NA (28)

13. Those who would learn the most from game:

All of those concerned with the problem
of insugency (-28)

Students (3)
Field grade officers (17)
Special Forces (6)
Politicians (6)
No one (3)
NA (Z4)

14.' Lessons to be learned from the game:

Decision between alternative
strateg*- s (29)

Complexity of total situation (13)
Human factors (18)
Conmunications problem (1)
Political (3)
Nothing (6)
NA (17)
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15. Comparison with other training techniques:

Better (51)
Same (7)
Worse (4)
Don't know (25)

16. Comparison with other research techniques:

Better (22)
Same (6)
Worse (10)
Don't know/ problematical (49)
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